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AS4TGACT
The direct Interpretation of electrical resistivity
measuremente in applied eophysios requires the solution of
an invers boundary value problem. Althogh an exact solution
for the vertical variation of specific resirtivity with- depth
has been known for some timae, no exact aataod exist& for tA
oasR (f two and three dimensional variation of resistivity.
The *artA can be considered as subdivided into a number
of small aomorerteous regions, A first approxbc tion to: t1e
exact forward solution allows tre ecmpositinr of a ntmber rf
these regions and the superposition of their ,ffeoti, The
direct interpretation of resistivity data is than aecosmplished
by a least squares fitting of the effects of, the regcions to
tte observed field data, by a por cheicis of thsse sub -
surface regior.rn, two and three dimensional variations of
resitivity can be represented and the field data interpreted
on this baria.
It has been necessary to nodit the first approzimation
of Stevenson (1934) in order that symetry of souroe and
receiver be maintained. The modified ltran array, essentially
A dipole-dipolo electrode confirration, forms tho basis for
an application of the interpretation scheme developed.
towever, there is no fundamental reason why any other array
cannot be used in conjunetion witn this approah.
A number of practical direct interpretation operators
have been developed and tested on model, theoretical and field
renults of apparent resistivity surveys. Tb method is quite
suocesaful in the zajcrity of the tases, It is capable of
reecition of rosistivity data on iaporoximately the same scale
tnat the m*asurements reprsent,
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1.0 Introduction and Objectives
Geophysical prospecting represents the attempt of man
to make intelligent decisions about the physical character of
his environment. 'ho environment is subjected to certain ex-
citations, its response measured and oredictions made on the
basis of how it has responded.
In quantizing this process man uses his knowledge of
many different physical forces and fields and interprets the
response in terms of the physical laws whica his environment
must obey. This thesis is concerned with the apparent resis-
tivity method of prospecting which measures the response of
the eartht to a source of electrical current.
(tier investigators have considered this problem but
nave interpreted the response on the basis tnat the only
variation of electrical parameters influencing the current
flow occurs in the vertical direction. The work discussed
represents the extension to interpret electrical responses
in terms of two and taree dimensional variations of para-
meters.
The method of stevenson in which the potential is
expanded in a series is the basis for the research carried
out in this thesis. The work fas only been possible because
of the existing electronic cotputers now available for
scientific calculation. In application tne interpretation
scemie developed is most efficient when used in conjunction
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with such computers although it is not necessary in order to
achieve an application of the method developed.
1.1 Definition of Apparent Resistivity Prospecting
The resistivity method of geophysical exploration is
based upon the measurement of electrical fields which are
conductively generated within the earth by reans of grounded
electrodes. By assuming tne earth to be homogeneous and iso-
tropic in its electrical characteristics it is possible to
determine the resistivity necessary to produce the observed
fields from the known sources. It is this effective physical
parameter which is referred to as the apparent resistivity of
the earth. Passing current through two electrodes into the
earth and observing the voltage between two others leads to
the calculation of the mutual resistance of these two circuits
( source and receiver ). The geometrical value which is re-
quired to transform this resistance to the apparent resis-
tivity of the eartia can be computed from a knowledge of the
relative distances of the four electrodes.
There is no unique arrangement of electrodes in pros-
pecting ap.lications and indeed the current may be introduced
into the earth by means of long cables grounded their entire
length rather than with point electrodes. It is also possible
to qualitatively investigate the resistivity by observing the
- 3 -
equipotential surfaces associated with the current flow. In
each modification of the method a systematic distribution of
source and receiver circuits within an area can lead to an
evaluation of the subsurface variation of electrical resis-
tivity and the possible geological structure and material in-
ferred. It is only through a combined use of geological and
geophysical data that an intelligent prediction about the
details of the subsurface can be made.
1.2 Geological Considerations
The specific resistance or resistivity of matter on a
microscopic scale is defined from the equation R= L/A where
R is the resistance measured across a sample of cross-
sectional area A, length L and t is the resistivity in
units of ohms-length. Many samples of minerals and rocks show
anisotropic properties in their electrical parameters and in
some of the more refined methods of electrical well surveying
in regions with parallel boundaries between formations it is
necessary to consider this possibility. in general the small
scale of the inhomiegeneities and the random orientations of
anisotropic minerals combine to yield an approximate isotropic
resistivity.
The range of resistivities measured in geological
materials is tremendous, being over many orders of magnitude-
samples of minerals with metallic luster such as the
- 4 -
sulpnide of lead will have a value as low as 10-6 Ohm-
meters while some igneous and sedimentary rocks may present
values as high as 108 ohm-meters. dowever, for material in
situ the influence of the electrolytic solutions and fluids
filling the always present pore spaces, fractures and shears
tends to dominate the resistivity pattern and it may be
stated that for very low frequency electrical current flow
the main transport of current is by ionic solutions. The
range of resistivities observed in the field is thus much less
trian Tight be anticipated from laboratory measurements but
still is over a wide enough range, several orders of magnitude
-- 1 to 10 ohm-meters, to be useful in prospecting applica-
tions.
It is possible to infer the structural relationships
existing in the subsurface from the variations in the apparent
resistivity measured in an areal survey, on the assumption
that the material causing the variations of electrical fields
is directly associated with the structure. In the majority of
eases this will certainly be true but it must not always be
deduced that electrical variations are only associated with
structural variations. Since the measurements are quantitative
at each geometrical configuration not only the structure may
be inferred from the variations but also the possible material
from the absolute values of the apparent resistivity and any
deduced specific resistivities. This last remark points out
the basic aim of all geoohysical prospecting systems; the
detection of regions of anomalous physical parameters and the
interpretation of the field data in terms of location, size
and possible composition of such regions. Since current flow
is strongly influenced by ionic solutions the resistivity of
different geological. materials depdnds largely upon the re-
lative amount of void space present in each sample. With
particular reference to mining geophysical applications,
mineralization often occurs in regions where the fracturing
or shear is much greater than in the surrounding material and
thus the detection of the zone in these cases is direct in
electrical parameters but indirect with regards the mineral-
ization,
1.3 Field Procedures for Resistivity keasurenents
As previously indicated, the apparent resistivity
Metnod requires the measureient of a voltage existing across
two electrodes which are in contact with tne eartn. because
of the electrocheical reactions whicn take place between an
ionic solution and an electronic conductor a resulting
potential difference is measured between them. Therefore if
two metallic electrodes are inserted into the ground they
will not correctly measure the electrical fields within the
earth. This difficulty may be overcome by the use of non-
polarizable electrodes made of porous clay pots into which
- 6 .
is placed a saturated solution of a metallic salt in
equilibrium with a metallic electrode of the same element,
coimonly copper culphate and a copper rod. This roduces most
of the ectraneous contact potential although there may be a
small potential difference between the solution within the
pot and the electrolyte within the ground. Another source of
error in resistivity measurements is due to naturally occuring
earth currents which arise from chemical potential gradients
within the earth, There currents are at times used as in-
dications of the electrical and geological character of the
subsurface in the self-potential or spontaneous potential
method of prospecting.
In any event, these influences must either be determined
by measurement and their effects subtracted from the artifi-
cially induced fields observing the correct polarity or elim-
inated from the actual measurement. This can be done by in-
serting an opposing voltage of the same magnitude in series
with the measured voltage. In addition the impedance of the
voltage sensing device must be high enough so as not to alter
the current flow within the earth or the characteristics of
the device be modified by the contact resistance of the porous
pots.
Methods have also been developed to utilize the naturally
occuring fields of alternating currents in the telluric
methods and the recently applied magnetotelluric techniques.
- 7 -
These require respectively the simultaneous observation of
the horizontal electric field at two different locations or
tte horizontal magnetic and electrical fields at one station.
Trese fields may well be due to extraterrestrial causes but
tair origin is only now being investigated.
It is not necessary to take sillar precautions with the
source electrodes although it may be necessary to add more
ground contacts in the immediate vicinity of the souree points
and to !salt' the area with a solution of NaC1 or other
similarly highly dissociated electrolyte. This is required in
order that suffieiently low contact resistance for the power
source allow adequate current flow to be established. The
calculation of apparent resistivity A , will not be serious-
ly in error if the distances between the electrodes is much
larger than the distances between the multiple ground contacts
at each source position.
1.4 iHistorical S'urrmary of Resistivity Feasurements
ikstorically, the electrical methods of prospeeting in
one form or anoth4er are amongst the oldest of applied geo-
physical techniques. However, a lack of adequate quantitative
treatment of the basic nhenomena involved in the early work
and even up to the present has nindered the proper development
of some of these methods and nay in some cases have had neg.-
ative effects on their acceptance and utility in the professiar
- 8 -
In the electrical resistivity methods the first de-
finitive work was performed by Frederick 'enner in 1915 in
wnich he explicitly showed that the apparent resistivity of
tne subsoil could be measured by a four electrode system
placed on the surface. His analytical treatment derived the
necessary geometrical factor to transform the observed mutual
resistance to and he indicated the scale'of the sample of
earth material measured by such a system. The electrode
arrangement proposed used equally spaced intervals between the
four co-linear electrodes with the current being applied to
the extreme ground contacts wuile tne voltage was observed
between the interior two. by varying the spacing interval the
size of the sampled earth region varied and it is this electrode
configuration, the Wenner array, which has been widely used in
its original form since then. There have been attempts made to
utilize and introduce other arrangements or to permute the
electrode connections but no other system has received as much
consideration nor achieved as similar a success until ouite
recently.
It was not until 1923 that actual field tests were
begun to test the theory and system proposed by Wenner and
in 1925 tnese results were published by Gish and Rooney in
connection with the growing interest of the Carnegie
Institution's Department of Terrestrial Magnetism in earth
current phenomena. These two investigators made a series of
- 9 -
measurements at various localities throughout the world and
compared the results with geological information to ascertain
the value of the method in estimating the resistivity structure
of large masses of the subsoil. The problems of polarization
of receiver electrodes and naturally occurring earth currents
were overcome by simultaneously reversing the voltage leads
and the source leads with a hand operated double cott.utator
which operated at approximately 30 eps. Thus the voltage
observed was independent of the self-potentials within the
earth and the polarization potentials were never allowed to
build up due to the rapid reversal of current flow.
The field results of Gish and Rooney showed the use-
fulness of apparent resistivity as an exploration technique
and since then many investigators have used this system of
resistivity prospecting with a good degree of success. As
might well be anticipated the evaluation of the method depends
most heavily on the interpretation of the data obtained and
its subsequent confirmation by !eological examination. A great
deal of effort on the part of mxany investigators during the
10 years following- this original field work improved on the
initial system and advances were wade in the.interpretational
teehniques used to predict the subsurface structure0 Since
1935 artieies have appeared from time to time regarding the
resistivity metnod but the basic steps were well defined
- 10 -
during this first 10 year period. Applications of this
maethod have not been limited to geological exploration for
economic minerals or petroleum and extensive work in civil
engineering probleis of building foundations and highway
construction has been done. The objective there is essentially
tie sarae as that of geonhysical exploration: the determination
of the subsurface structure from surface me-asuremaents of the
electrical field.
1.5 The indirect riethod of Interpretation
zxisting methods of interoretation of apparent resis-
tivity field data to yield subsurface variations have had one
point in common: all assumed that trie only variation of resis-
tivity was vertical, and that the field data represented the
response of such an earth to whatever array was used. Snce
this assumption was very limitin- in its validity, modifications
were made which allowed for horizontal variations by correlating
the vertical interpretations at different locations within an
area and forming a composite model of the subsurface. Rowever
tnis is an approximation usaful only when vertical variations
are rather similar at all tie locations or in othaer words when
the actual variation departs little from being truly vertical
over the entire area.
The initial attempt at interpretation of resistivity data
- 11 -
was made by Gish and Rooney in the series of field exper-
iraents already mentioned. Without analytically justifying
their mathod it was applied to tneir field data with a great
degree of success, although it is impossible to reconstruct
the detailed steps involved in readhing their final results.
Graphically plottinE the apparent resistivity measured as a
function of the spacing interval and qualitatively observing
that interval at which the character of the resulting curve
changed, the depth to a horizontal interface separating two
different media was obtained. Thus an exact correlation of
electrode spacing to depti variation was inferred and this
idea has been widely used in field operations since then.
This 'break point' method of interpretation is strictly
an empirically motivated and derived approach that is in
reality a very qualitative approximation to an interpretive
scheme since it places a great deal of responsibility on the
part of the individual doing the interpretation. However, there
have been recent extensions and modifications to this method by
ihioore (1945), wnose use of Icuhulative resistivity' as an
interpretational basis has been subject to much critical review.
An integration of the curve is effected by summing the apparent
resistivity of all the preceeding intervals as the electrode
spacing is increased in equal intervals. Although Ruedy (1945)
has attempted to analytically justify the interpretation by
'break point*' of this integrated data when graphically pre-
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sented it is not clear from his work that any improvement over
the original Gish-Rooney concept is made. Published field
results have not been capable of duplicate interpretations by
other investigators.
In 1930 Tagg and Lancaster-Jones criticized the inter-
pretation method of Gish-Rooney and Tagg made a contribution
to a more quantitative approach in presenting theoretical
curves of a 4enner array for the response of an eartn of two
horizontal layers, or two vertical layers. These tieoretical
curves were employed to deduce from field data the depth to an
interface separating two media, whose specific resistivities
were also deterrined. This was accomplished by graphically
plotting the theoretical variation of depth versus electrical
resistivity contrast factor (k == ) which each data
value could represent, since any value for a Liven spacing
interval could be due to an infinite number of different two
layer earth models. The upper layer's resistivitywas found
from the limiting value of anparent resistivity for small
electrode spacing. Combining the plots for the different field
stations an intersection of all such curves at a certain depth
and k value, hence ta , led to the solution.
While this method is as accurate as the field data for
a real two layer earth, any departures from a perfect single
intersection of curves would yield a range of two layer models
which would approximately satisfy the observed field data. It
- 13 -
would remain for the interpretor to deduce whether the data
was in error or the earth was not an ideal two layer config-
uration. however, this method is a rapid technique for deter-
mining a two layer equivalent to field data and represents the
first analytically correct interpretation scheme within the
limiting assumptions outlined. Tagg has since this original
work modified it slightly in order to eliminate the need for
knowing with the use of dimensionless parameters and has
also attempted to apply it to more tnan two layers. Other
authors have published articles essentially using some further
modification of Tagg's method as well as the theoretical
solution of problems involving more than two layers.
The next original approach to interpretation was made by
Irwin Roman in 1931 with a technique for graphically comparing
theoretically derived curves representing aparent resistivity
versus the spacinF interval with. field curves. The plots for
two horizontal layers were made on log-log scales and the
theoretical curves were plotted in dimensionleszs variables so
that by properly superposing the field curve with a theoretical
curve the correct depth and contrast factor could be obtained
directly. This aporoach is not only rapid but accurate, and
required little training on the part of the interpretor. There
is however, the oroblem that tie real geometry may nrt be that
assumed in the derivation of the theoretical curves, and in
tiese cases tne slight mis-match existing between the two
curves might be attributable to data errors and/or variation
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in the horizontal formations rather than as the number of
layers involved. Experience on the part of the interpretor in
these situations would again be relied upon to resolve the
difficulty. Since this work was done families of theoretical
responses and curves for two, three or four layers have been
added but the basic principle of coincidence of curves is
still utilized.
In 1940 Rosenzweig proposed a method of parametric curve
interpretation in which a master plot would be made for all
solutions of a specified geometry. He used dimensionless
parameters in the form AkYo)tAo) evaluated from the
field data at predetermined relative locations. Using two of
these parameters for different values of ik as coordinates,
the master plot would allow a direct reading to be made of the
corresponding depth and contrast values from the family of
intersecting curves representing the theoretical solutions
for these particular parameters. The success of this method,
which is ideally simple in its applications, has not been
great since the resolving power of the master plots is poor.
Since the field data slways is in error, a range of solutions
would be possible and for the difficulty alluded to above
these would vary over a wide limit. Moreover unless this
process were repeated for a number of values of the interpretor
could never be certain thAt the real geometry was simply a two
layer, and that the best solution had been obtained.
- 15 -
These represent the main methods of indirect inter-
pretation in resistivity prospecting since they require the
knowledge of theoretical solutions to assumed geometries. as
indicated other workers have modified these basic approaches
but the principles remained the same. The method of super-
position introduced by Roman appears to be the iost useful
developed although it requires the possision of a set of
theoretical-eurves for many geometries and contrasts, thoeo
retically an infinite number. however, b: judicious choice of
these values it is possible to retain onlly a small number of
solutions and interrolate between these when the field curve
does not coincide exactly. Again the experience of the ob-
server Is required to decide upon the correct solution in
such cases.
1.6 The Direct iethods of Interpretation
The direct methods of interpretation would not
require the use of extensive tables or curves of theoretical
solutions, instead by operating in some specific manner on the
field data the exact solution to the resistivity variation
with depth would be obtained. The use of direct methods
however implies a knowledge of tie theoretical solutions for
the apparent resistivity as a function of all tne parameters
involved, and then an inversion of t is solution to obtain
these parameters as a function of the apparent resistivity
- 16 -
measured. The functional obttined from tnis inverse operation
however, is not simwly related to the depth and resistivity
parameter, and some method must be utilized to abstract these
values from the functional.
There are two metbods to solve thLe physical problem of
predicting apparent resistivity for a given vertical or hori-
zontal variation of specific resistivity . One is"limIted to
direct current flow in either norizontal or vertical homoge-
neous, isotropic layers and corresponds to the familiar image
taeory of electrostatics. ihe other is more general and is
useful for eitaer a discrete number of layers of a continuous
variation of resistivity which may be anisotropic and is the
integral formulation using eigen-functions convenient for the
geometry. During the early work in resistivity prospecting
much effort was devoted to obtaining numerical solutions by
these two methods. It is possible to snow that if an image
theory solution exists it can always be obtained formally
from th.e integral derivation and vice versa.
The potential measured on the surface of an infinite
halfepace for a point source with onl vertical variations
of specific resistivity can be repre:entead generally as:
=X
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where is the ootential
A the kernal functicon
J trie ordinary bessel function of zeroth order
r distance between source and receiver
c constant
X the physical parameters
afs already indicated tie potential linearly determines the
apparent resistivity. The kernal function K is related to the
resistivity variation in different manners, dependent upon
whether tho variation is discrete or continuous. Utilizing
tnis integral formrulation and the requisite inversion formr~rulae,
King (1933) and Slichter (1933) independently presented a
iethod for interpretation wnich was seai-direct since althnugh
it rigorously derived the karnal function from the field data
tne final scheme was comparison of known kernal functions for
certain geomaetries. Langer (1933) treated thie problemr also and
solved the Sturm-Liouville differential eauation which related
tne resistivity variation to the kernal function and Slichter
applied this development to solve the problem of direct inter-
pretation.
King recognized the necessity of measurinL the electrical
field in all practical apnlications and aence used a forward
solution which predicted tie surface potential Gradient due
to a point source:
= ft cfA K( xz) T( rA .
0
where J is the Bessel tunction of order 1.
Use of the ankel Fourier-Bessel inversion formula for this
equation led to the kernal fulnction wiliei ie referred to as
the characteristic function of the t
K fay S (A r) Ar06:
0
3y assuming different variations of resistivity, tie suagested
obtainint a famiy of forward solutions with which ccmparison
of field dorived data could bc miade.
The work of Slichter was based upon the point potential
receiver and Eq, 1.6.1 represents the forward solution which
was alc inverted by tankel Inversion theory to yield the
kernal function as:
00
XQr 1.6 r).r
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jxpansions of the logarithmic derivative of the conductivity
in a Taylor's series and substitution in the differential
equation following Langer res ultsd in an algebraic expression
relating the variation of conductivity with depthi as a function
of the derived k-Qrnal. S.lichter presented various forward
solutions and teir associated kernal functi-ns for grapilcal
Comparison withx field dorived onerna.Unt l the very recent
development of high speed elnctronic computers, the amount of
lluarical comoutations involved in aoolying tni.s rior ous ly
developed interpretation scheme nrecluded its frequent
aplication. There are orobl.ems retarding thie rcsolving Dower
of the actual field dita for certain geooetries and con-
ductivities but a miore fundamontal difficulty is that use of
tae Taylor series expansion is valid only for continuous
variations of resistivity and hence discrete layering could
only be an);roximated. Langer extended nis original work so
as to include one vertical discontinuitly In tne resistivity
b&ut the alount of ctmputation involved was even greater.
Vozoff (1959) used a high speed computer to overcome the
nuerical hardships in applying Slic:ter's method of kernal
comparison for discrete layering. de ermployed a trial solution
which was obtained by comparing the derived kernal function
with certain theoretical solutions and fixing the number of
layers involved. farious measures of the fit of tola derived
kernal and the theoretic:Al kernal were used in modifying the
- 20
values of denths and resistivities until the variations in
these parameters were less than the accuracy of the field
data would indicate. It is to be noted that since field data
is taken in a four electrode arrangement only for a discrete
number of data ooints, approximations regarding the behavior
of tne apparent resistivity, and the derived point potential
and point source must be made. The resolution problem in the
case of thin conducting or resistive layers was demonstrated
in his work and the analytical treatment snowed clearly why
this would be anticipated.
Shortly after Slichter and Langer's worK >tevenson (1934)
published a paper presenting a rather different approach to
the problem of intOrpretation which was sufficiently general
to consider both two and three dimensional variations of
resistivity. It was based upon an expansion of the potential
in a series of higher order terms whiose physical significance
was pointed out by Madden (1953). He indicated that it
corresponded to secondary sources created by tIe primary source
in regions of conductivity variation and the interactions of
these secondary sources representing the higher order termas
in the series. S1tevenson presented an example of the inter-
pretation possible with this method whIch used only tihe first
term in the series expansion for a one dimensional variation
of resistivity with depth and compared his results with those
- 21 -
I
obtained by using the Slichter-Langer method. The example
chosen was for discrete layering, and Stevenson's method gave
much better results than the other. Recently Belluigi and
Miaaz (1956) have critically reviewed these two metnods and
eployed a continuous variation of resistivity to illustrate
the relative failure of Stevenson's method in this case. In
addition they have pointed out that basic proofs of uniqueness
and existence which are lacking in his original mathematical
formulation, and which Stevenson himself readily acknowledged.
1.7 Induced Polarization Phenoi)era
A recent development closely associated witin the
measurement of apparent resistivity of the earth provides a
more direct evaluation of the metallic content of the sub-
surface rocks. This method of geoshysical prospecting has been
referred to as the over-voltage or induced-polarization method
and is based upon the measurement of tie artificial electrical
field within the earth. It differs radically from the ordinary
resistivity methods in that either the variation wita frequency
of the resistivity is measured for an alternating current
source or the chargeability of the earth is determined by the
decay of voltage from its steady value at the receiver
electrodes after the primary source is turned off. Schlumberger
in 1920 referred to this second forrm of the samte phenomr.ena
as provoked polarization but his attem±pt to utilize it or to
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completely understand it were not successful. It is only
recently (since 1949) that practical results have beer
obtained and these mainly in mining geophysical applications.
As mentioned previously, wnen an ionic solution is in
contact with a metallic conductor a potential will arise
because of the electroche.ical reactions occuring at the In-
terface of the two media, in addition to this'will be added a
voltage drop aerose the circuit thus formed when current is
passed through it. This voltage, and in reality the impedance
of the circuit, will vary dependent upon the frequency of the
current source.
Another method of observing this electro-cheical phenom-
ena and even perhaps a better manner in which to visualize this
process is to pass a direct current thru such a system for a
certain time interval. If the source is then removed the
voltage across the circuit will not instantaneously decay to
zero but rather will take a finite amount of tim~e and it is
this which is referred to as an over-voltage. This may be
thought of as an internal storage of electrical charge at tne
interface of the two different media somewhat as & capacitor
stores enarge.
1f the only process within the material coumonly found
in the earth tnat could store charge was always associated with
an ionic solution in contact with a metallic conductor then
truly a direct method of prospecting for such mineralization
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would exist. however, since the phenomena as outlined depends
upon the difference In electrical current transport any
other mineral or rook which is a good electronic conductor
such as gramhite will yield a similar electrical response.
Even more critical than this is the very recently experimentaly
observed and theoretically investigated dienormenon of membrane
oolarization of current flow which arises in many geolori
material, In this physical process the flow of inns is highly
selective with regards to the sign of charge carried, yield-
ing a result for electrical measurements that is identical with
ti electrode polarization, While there is some overlap in the
magnitude of tae membrane and ionio-electronV polarization
effects, usually the latter is the most significant in hard-
rock areas.
1.8 'O"requency-Time re lat ionsh ips In IP
The results of observing this polarization of g eo-
logical material, regardless of its origin, are identical for
electrical measurements and either the time or frequency
methods may be emoloyed with equal success in field operations.
tieasuroments on the phenomenon indicate that it Is linear for
the current densities commonly applied to ceologic materials
and this allows the use of sophisticated mathematica.l. trans-
form theory to relate time and frequency benavior to each
other.Tne usual method of observin overvoltage phenomena is
to establish a current in the ground for a fixed time interval
and then to observe the decay after the current is withdrawn.
The value of the decay voltage irtiediately after the current
is turned off divided by the normali voltage appearing when
the source is active is taken to be a measure of the amount of
charFe and hence of the metallic mineralizaticr. within the
earth. jModifications to this are measurement of decay voltages
at other time intervals or t.e integration of th-e decay
voltage for a certain time interval.
In the frequency domiin, measurements are made upon the
apparent resistivity for two different freqencies and the
change in their reciprocals, the conductivity, is used to
evaluate tne subsurface geologie composition. Field measure-
ments in an area proceed just as a normx~al resistivity survey,
with variation of source-receiver position and distances in.-
volved with the objective to evaluate the variation of polar-
izability of subsurface material.lf the time domain imiethod
uses tho fractional decay voltage appearing as a quantitative
estimate of the electrical character of the ground it can be
shown from the limit theoreirs of Laplace TransfoarxL theory that
this is identically equal to thqe £ractional decrease in apparent
resistivity from very low to vrery ligh frequencies.
Successful applications of this most recently developed
geopriysical prospecting, method have obtained by investigators
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with the most significant results in areas of disseminated
aineralization such as the porphyry conner deposits througn-
out the world wiaich have not been amenable to any of tho other
eophyvical miethods of prospecting in gencral. The anomalies
obtained from these areas are at times outstanding in the
sharpness of the resolution of maineralized zones as comoared
with normal resistivity results in the sane areas. towevr,
as indicated the merbrane phenomenon is :imortant ana as rrore
field work is done in areas with ltess eolopical control great-
or experience will be required to interpret the data regarding
the oresence of metallic minerilIzatiorn,
1.9 tlectroma Cupln
Attractive as this new method appears there are
certain complictions which, arise because of the necessity to
observe either the response to an alternating current source
or the decaying voltage froim an interrupted steady current
flow. Assceiated with every electrical current flow is a
magnetic field calculable from Ampre's law. If the current
floh varies witn time nowever, and hence its ragnetic ftild,
then by iaraday's law of induction eddy currents will be set
up. These will act in tae same Way as the orig-in-al source
currents and in order to properly describe the current Vlow it
is necessary to consider tae problem-i as one of electroiagnetism.
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£hat is, starting from !Iaxwell's equations describing the
differential behavior of electric and magretic fields3 the
complete description of the relative position of source and
receiver circuits, the connec tions to them ard the distribution
of conducting material must 0e made in order to predict the
correct response of the systen to any excitation. Itnre will
be differences In the electrical fields observed as ccmtred
with direct current and two phenomenon are resnonsible for
this: in addition to the norm al resIstive coupling of the two
circuits there wi ll be inductive cupling through the condue-
tive media and the capacitiv couplIng between the wires
forminE the two circuits. Pormally it is necessary to refer to:
the coupling as the mutual impedance rather than the mutual
resis'tance in any of the existing resittivity mettods.
The use of a wrniutator in the (ivh-?ooney equipment
actually creates a square wave source of current, intre have
been renorts of va:riations of resistivity measured at a given
location dependent upon the rate of turning of the otmmutator
in thle G-h systems anl tis Is no doubt attributable to an
intaced polarization effect although the pos ibility of an 2i
coupling phenomienon must also be considered.
Since the distribution of conducting material in the
subsurface is not known before a survey Is ade witin an area
the electromagnetic couplIng effects can not be credicted and
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their influene eliminated from the measurement to yield the
correct value of the frequency dependent resistivity.
Theoretical investigations on a uniform region however can be
used as indications of when M4 coupling offects became important.
As anticipated, the more rapid the change in current flow the
larger will be the effect but the seale of the electrode eon*-
figuration and the conductivity of the material muat also be
considered. Fortunately there are few areas where the EM
aoupling effeets are large enough to be troublesome and the
polarization effects occur well before this critical point is
reached. The solution to the problem when it arises is relatively
straight forward in either the time or frequency method;
measure the deeay voltage a short time after the current flow
is interrupted rather than immediately or use two frequencies
which eo..low enough not to yield Rl effects but still
sufficiently far apart to show polarization effects in the
resistivities Measured.
In the £ltran and Sawtran methods of geophysical prospect-
ing introduced wome years ago, the basic phenomenon measured
was the Eli coupling of the two circuits through the ground, and
the polarization effect was not known to be important. Obser-
vations of the, decaying field were made for a four-electrode
array similar to the Wenner but the connections to the elec.
trodes were modified so that the current source was applied to
II
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the two electrodes at one end of the spread while the voltage
was measured at the other two. The rate of decay or time con-
8tant of the voltage was taken as the parameter indicative of
subsurface conditions but both instrumental and analytical
problems caused the method to suffer adversely in its appli-
cations.
1010 odied Slctrods Arra
There have been. two main groups working on the appli.
eation of polarization phenomena as a geophysical prospecting
mtehod and each has developed their respective system about
either the time or frequency basis of measurement. The group
using the time domain has utilised the 4enner array and
prospected areas by profiling along grid lines often using
several spacing intervals yielding both a lateral and vertical
probing of the subsoil. Those using the frequency domain have
utilized a modified Eltran array by fixing the spacing be-
tween -the pair of electrodes forming the source circuit and
siilarly for the receiver circuit while varying the distance
between the two circuits in integral multiples of the electrode
interval.
The use of the modified Eltran array arose from the
necessity to minimise as much of the capacitive coupling effects
as possible by geometrical arrangement of the source and
receiver circuits. Experienee has also indicated the advantages
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of separating the source and receiver circuits as contrasted
to the Wenner array with respect to sensing the subsurface
structural variations. Operationally this method has proven
very successful in both efficient use of field personnel and
equipment without sacrificing the quality of the results in
the details of the resistivity variation.
Indeed there has been a substantial improvement in the
method of obtaining data, and its presentation and interpre-
tation regarding the lateral and vertical variations of
resistivity by using the mnodified Eiltran array. The normal
field procedure has been to fix the position of the source
circuit while successively movinj the receiver circuit farther
away, then moving the source along the line in the same
direction and repeating the receiver ncvement but for a
slightly different set of peritions. The diagram below ill-
ustrabes the details of this system along one grid line with
the maost noteworthy aspeat being the two-dimensional character
of thae data measured. The data is plotted at a point midway
between the two circuits with its distance below the surface
line proportional to the spacing between the two circuitst
1 2 3 5 6 7
S$ $our** Riectrode Positlioe R: Voltag. Measurement Elsetrodes
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Because of the symetry principle regardinE ourrent
flow in any media, there is'no difference as to which circuit
is the souree and henae there is no variation of results
dependent upon the direotion in which the profile was made.
Very characteristic patterns nave been obtained from two
dimensional model experiments using this array as well as for
certain theoretical subsurface geometries. The applied inter.
pretation afstem which this thesis will develop is based upon
this electrode array although its basic principles can be
applied to any array,
2.1 The Forward Problem in Resistivit Prospecting
The forward problem in resistivity prospecting is
defined as the prediction of the electrical potential within
a given region for a specified distribution of sources and
variation of conductivity. This can be accomplished by obtainkng
the solution to the differential equation governing the flow
of current within the media which satisfies the conditions of
continuity of potential and current flow at any interior point
in addition to certain boundary conditions iaposed by the type
of source and georetry employed.
Representing the vector current density by J and the
source distribution by q, application of Gauas's theorem
equating the not out flow of charge from within a small
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aleent of volume to the enclosed source strength yields:
-- 2.1.5
where is the divergenee operator. This equation is
actually a ,statement of the conservation of electrical charge
at all .points within the region. The generalized form of Ohm's
law for sontinuous media states that the current density is
linearly proportional to the electrical field strength i,
tne constant being the conductivity; that is
This form of Ohm's law is not strictly general since it
implies that the current flow parallels the electrical field
in all *ases. For anisotropic media this is not tne case and
either a modified form of Eq. 2.1.2 for each component must
be stated or equivalent use made of the tensor concept and
notation. however, this will not be done here and it is
possible to solve certain physically important anisotropie
problems by ohoosing the coordinate directions to coincide
with the directions of anisotropy, which are assumed to be
constant throughout the media.
For steady current flow the total work done on moving an
electrical charge in a closed circuit must be zero since the
conservation of energy must be uphold. This implies that the
voetor Z field is conservative and thus derivable as the
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gradiont of a scalar eleotrical potential . Thus it is
possible to write
2.1.3
where is the gradient operator. Substitution of this
equation into 2.1.1 yields the general equation relating the
electrical potnztial to the source distribution and conductivity
variation as
There are two types of Droblems in resistivity
prospecting for which solutions to this equation have been
obtained. The first represents the physical systei in wbich
the conductivity is constant within certain subregions of the
entire region of interest and'in this case the differential
equation reduaes to the familiar foisson's kEquation t -. -
if sources are present and Laplace's equation a O if
there are none. Both of these equations have been vstudie4 in
other fields of physics and solutions for different coordinate
systems are well known which also satisfy the necessary
boundary conditions for the actual sources used. This forward
problem of resistivity prospecting is generally referred to as
a boundary value problem in mathematical physies and with a
eomplete set of solutions for different eoordinate systems
many specific problems of interest can be solved by satisfy.s
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ing the requisite boundary conditions.
For those problems with eintinuous variations of
resistivity only a limited number have been capable of
solution, and these in particular for a one-dimensional var-
iation. IEven for this latter group completely arbitrary var-
iations of conductivity cannot be solved in closed analytic
form because of formidable mathematical operations required.
A second method of solution utilises the eoncopt of
an influence function which corresponds to that solution for
the physical system in which the source is a mathematical
point. By superposition of these influence functions, which
satisfy the necessary boundary conditions, so as to form a
source identical with the actual source the not response of
the system will be obtained. This is the Green's function
formulation which at present has been only fully developed for
homogeneous regions in which the governing differential
equation reduces to Poisson's equation. In the general forward
problem of resistivity prospeeting it will be necessary to
develop a corresponding Green's function for equation 2.1.4
when q is a point source but this has yet to be done.
2.2 The Inverse Problem in Resistivity Prospecting
K& contrasted with the problem of predicting the
system response to a known excitation with a knowledge of the
parameters is the inverse problem of determining the dis-
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tribution of parametors from a known response. This is the
inverse boundary value problem of mathematical physics which
forms the core of this thesis investigation, and is essen-
tially a formalism of the interpretation procedure associated
with all geophysical prospecting methods. Certain advantages
in the theoretical aspects of the general prospecting problea
are associated with the use of artificial sourees as is done
here although it is not possible to measure every physical
parameter of interest by their use, As indieated previously
there are two approaches to interpretation: the direct methods
use the forward solutions of 2eetion 2.1 while the indirect
method is exactly the inverse problem.
By surface aeasurements of apparent reststivity the
invnrse problem solutio'n weuld predict the subsurface variation
of eleetrical eenductivity. This extremely difficult problem
has been approached only for a one ditensional conductivity
variation in the work of Jlichter and Langer. A completely
rigorous treRatment necessitates the formulation of basic proofs
of existenee and uniqueness which for the one dimsnlsionfl
problem have applied only to th characteristio function
derived from the field data by the use of the Fourier-Bessel
inversion theorem. In additirn there are additional require-
ments that the surface potential, which is derivable from the
apparent resistivity, be known for all distances of the
roceiver from the source. Sueh a requirement for data is un-
realistic in practical field operations and Votoff was only
able to apply the formal inversion techniques developed by
assuming a form for the continuous interpolation of the field
data between the measured points. This limrits the accuracy
which may be expected but by proper choice of spacin6 inter-
vals for the number of discrete data points obtained the un-
certainity for many cases may be minimized. also of useful
assistanoe in tne interpolation are the theoretical results
of known geometries so that the potential's interpolated
behavior correspond somewhat to a real system.
2.3 Stevenson's Series golution
In the work of Stevenson which has already been
mentioned, a series expansion of the solution was made for the
forward problem for an arbitrary 3 dimensional variation of
conductivity, In addition he sugiested that this approach be
used in trie solution of the inverse problem although certain
points of mathematical rigor were not clarified. By trans-
posing equation ?.1.4 into -the following form:
-t. 2.3.1
and recognizing the close analogy between this equation and
Poisson's equation he formally solved both the forward and
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inverse problems with a Greents funetion development as:
2.3,2
It is not possible to actually solve this integral equation
for eitber problem as it stands beoause of the 14ek of
adequate analytical methods for generalized integral equa-
tions and Stevenson obtained a solution in his series ex-
pansion.
He assumed that the final potential could be expresed
as the sum of an infinite sequence of potentials as:
-~ w -I~?
:LPL
hi
2.3.3
Hoe was the solution to the differential equation
7L/P- 2.3
obtained by the Green'a funetion development as
The remaining (P iore obtained by auccosive solution of
the differential form:
~ \7t 2.3.6
as before using the Green's function to yield
04
on cL +
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fM Vg-, JV)V 2.3.7
Stevenson did not snow thal this series development would
converte to the proper solution and the' recent oaper of
Jelluigi and taaz have pointed up this lack of fundamental
:athematical rigor, A ssuming the- converience it can be
shown that the series 2.3.3, whose terim satisfy 2.3.4 and
2.3.6, also satisfies the general differential equation
2.4 Green's unction for ialf Space
The geometry used in all theoretical work thus far
has been that of an infinite half space whose upper surface
corresponds with the earth's surface within the area of
interest. While t asetumption would n1t be valid for
resistivity measurezments on an extr1mely large scale,
comparable with the eart''s radius, it is valid for the
problems of spacifi interest in feophysicl prospecting.
The .aximum distances involved in thasa eases are less than
a kilometer, whinc is ne'ligible when compared with the
6370 km radius of the earth, 4ssentially thea eart's sur-
face flay be considered as perfectly flat for all of the
present day keophysical prostecting systems and this is
exactly what t. previous assumption does.
*1 U
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The Green's function solution to Poisson's equation
for a point source in such a geometry must satisfy the
following boundary conditions:
as l ~
W*(--4) :> 1 as3.8
ras 
-p pI c
where r represents the position of the source point and p
the point at which the potential is measured. Also there
can be no flow of current across the upper surface so that:
0 2.3.9
where n represents the normal to the surface. There are
two methods of constructing a proper Green's function for
the region considered. The first is to consider the exact
problem as stated: conducting material below the upper
surface. In this case for a rectangular coordinate system
with the origin on the surface and the 3 direction vertical
the Green's function is given by:
4 1' [(r.pl) 2+(r2-p2 3-P 3 )2 2.3.10
[(rl-pl)24(r-p 2 ) 2 +(r 3 +P3)2 /1la
The second method and the one which Stevenson used is
to reflect the conducting media about the upper surfaoe so
that:
C'(psp2 9p3 ) 2-(P1*P2#-93)
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B(1, p) 2.3.11.
4 (rl-pl)2 (r2~ 22 + (rg- )211IZ
but the integrations must now be performed over all space
rather than as previously only the half space. Sithr method
is analytically correct, but the second allows a physical
interpretation which is helpful in qualitatively studying
the responses of various geometries. It is to be noted that
the Green's functions developed are synetricil in the
source and receiver points. That is, an interchange of them
will not yield any change in the value of the Green's func-
tions nor the boundary conditions which they satisfy.
This principle of symmetry allows the position of
source and receiver to be reversed without yielding a
different result for the apparent resistivity. In field
operations this principle can lead to savings in expenses
and time while maintaining the same quality and even in-
creasing on the quantity of results obtained. A specific
example occurs when using the modified oltran array if the
source and receiver circuits are located respectively in
high resistivity material and low resistivity material. The
voltage developed at the receiver electrodes might then be
too small for the instrument employed to accurately measure
but by exchanging the two circuits the amount of current
employed could be made larger and thus so also would be
the voltage measured.
2.5 First Aproximation Inversion of Stevenson
As already noted Stevenson sugested that the series
expansion be used also in determining the so1utlon tc the
inverse problem. He was not able to obtain such a solution
except in a specific geometry and this included only the
first term beyond the homogeneous solution. That is,
Stevenson used the general form:
,He considered the case for only vertical variations of
conductivity and performed the integrations in the horizon"
tal directions without a knowledge of the conductivity
variation. The one dimensional integral in the vertical
direction was finally inverted by the use of the Hankel
inversion theorem. Because of the finite series expansion
used in tk4d approach and the linearization in the condue-
tivity which it effected, the results of this inversion
yielded the conductivity directly. This is quite different
than the exact procedure of Slichter Langer which yielded
the kernal function whieh was then related, to the condue-
tivity variation.
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2.6 ical Interpretation of Series ansion and Inversion
It is useful to consider a physical interpretation of
the series expansion developed by Stevenson and the signifi-
cance of the inversion resulting when only including the
first term. The Green's function development indicates tbatt
the term in Sq. 2.3.2 essentially represents another source
term whose strength and distribution i dependent upon the
gradients of the electrical potential and the conductivity
and the cosine of their included angle. However, the poten-
tial referred to is the final potential and thus in both
the forward and inverse problems the correct distribution
is not known.
In the series development the potential which is
used to create the additional higher order sources is
dependent upon a known potential of lower order and by
iteration of these sources the final potential is derived.
It is possible to consider the creation of secondary sources
yielding LQ as being an interaction between the field of
the primary source and the conductivity variations to a
first approximation. The potential is then capable of
interpretation as the result of the interaction of these
secondary sources upon each other, again to a first approx-
imation. Continuing this Interaction process finally approaches
the real system in which the existing sources, both primary
and secondary, and their fields satisfy equation
2.1.4 Por those problems in which the changes in conduc-
tivity are limited to discrete jumps between regions of
uniform but different values the sourcos induced will be
distributed over the surfaces of the boundaries separating
them,
In either situation the interactions of the secondary
sources will be governed by the Green's function which for
a half-space is given by Sq. 2.3.10. Because of the two
distances involved in this formulation it is seen that what
is happening is not only an interaction of the tources with
themselves within the half space but an interaction with
image sources located above tne Olane boundary. By using
Stevenson's form of the Green's function Sq. 2.3.11 and
reflecting the half space about the plane boundary these
added interactions are seen to correspond to the inter-
Action of the actual conductivity variation with its image
conductivity region above the plane. This method of- inter-
pretation of the series expansion as induced sources and
their interactions was originally proposed by hadden (1953).
For plane surfaces of discontinuity the interactions of
the sources on themselves are zero since the angle between
the conductivity gradients and potential gradients of the
secondary sources is 900. Here the interactions of the
secondary sources with their images produce all the higher
-, n I - - OM IMM
order teris. For horizontal layering there are interactions
of sources on il)ane discontinuities witi one another but
the first anoroximiation solution corresponds to the induction
of sources only by the primary source and no interactions
with themselves or their images. The sources iLnduced on
these planes are equivalent to placing an ixmage source at
the point mirrored about tne plane by the primary source.
For three horizontal layers these images will be located at
different depths in teri media with strengths dependent upon
the conductivity contrasts. The diagram below illustrates
this interpretation with two Dlanes ofy discontinuity and
the equivalent image sources.
* Reflected Image Source of B
Image of Plane 2
* ~Reflected Image
Source of A
--- ---------- Image of Plane 1
- PrimSrPoint 3ouree Surfgce of Half-Space
Layer I
Plane 1
Layer II * Primary Image Source A
Plane 2
* Primary Image Source B
Image Source Distribution for three horizontal layers
The electrical potential observed on tne surface
is thien readily interpretated as being due to tne total
effect of the 5 sources; 1 primary, two secondary images
and tieir reflected iiages. Tnis interpretation can be
extended to any number of olane discontinuities and is
recognized as paralleling the image theory solutions of
electrostaties. For the image theory solutions in resis-
tivity problems with horizontal layers there is a decided
difference between the :anner in which the strength of the
sources is calculated and the following section discusses
the problems of the first approxi'ation in this connection.
2.7 Source Strength and Saturation
From a consideration of the principles of energy
conservation it is known that the secondary electrical
fields associated with non-homogeneous regions are bounded <-
in magnitude, regardless of the conductivity variations. The
maximum values for tnese fields are reached asymptotically
as tne contrasts between different regions increase, This
phenoienon when viewed from the conceot of equivalent induom
induces sources implies that the strength of such sources
reaches a finite saturation value when the contrasts become
infinite,
In the first approximation of Stevenson the strength
of the sources induced in his series development depends
upon VQ- Q This can be rewritten as VIP Q so
that across a discontinuity in oonduetivity ( i to Tg )
the value is given as jn * Qr, This term however,
does not exhibit any saturation behavior and although its
singularity for both large and small contrasts is of low
order, it does reach infinity for the limiting values of
Q- / = ~ 0 or 00. This is a serious failure of the first
approximation and has not been capable of a direct expla-t
nation other than that there must be interactions of the
induced sources on themselves in the neighborhood of each
surface point, and this leads to saturation.
Stevenson's series expansion does represent inter-
actions between induced sources but does not refer to any
which may take place between one suffase point and- its
immediate neighborhood. 16t intevistions of this nature
occur in real problems is evidenced in the exact solutions
for two geometries in which the interactions among surfaces
are zero. Thus any saturation which occurs must be aue to
an interaction of the surface on itself.
The first example is that of a point source in a
whole space containing two different media separated by an
infinite plane. In this ease the strength of the sources
induced on the surface of the discontinuity is dependent
upon the two conductivities as:
Area
Hence the not effect of all the interactions will be zero
2[ ' 2.7.1
and this does show saturation. According to Stevenson's
series however, there would never be any interactions since
the gradient of the conductivity is perendicular to the
gradient of the induced sourcestpotential. The first approx-
ination does yield the correct current flow lines, but the
wrong magnitude.
The second example is that of an infinite cylinder in
a plane field with the axis of the cylinder perpendicular
to the field. For a given infinitesimal surface area inter-
acting with another there is always a third area diametri-
cally opposite the second whose effect exactly cancels that
of the second on the first. The diagram below illustrates
this:
0 rea 2
Area 1
Plane Field Cylinder
re8
but the exact solution predicts that the induced sources
depend upon the conductivities as.'
L ot,,t r2
and again this exhibits the phenomenon of saturation.
The conclusion reached is that saturation must occur
in the first apprdximation even if the quantity l|r
does not appear to explicitly indicate this. Hallof (1957)
has shown that for a continuous variation of conductivity
across a thin region separating two different but homo-
geneous media the interactions of the surface on itself do
not go to zero as the thickness approaches zero. Thus in
the forward problems and also the interpretations based
upon the use of the first approximation, consideration must
be given to the strength of the induced sources depending
upon the conductivity contrasts in some manner which will
demonstrate saturation. That is a for* such as 2.7.1 or
2.7.2 should very possibly be considered as the correct
expression of source strength as, a function of the con-
ductivities.
2,8 Modifi d FirQet Aproimation
A more serious failure of the first approximation as
it now stands than the lack of a saturation phenomenon is
its non-symmetrical character. That is, because the real
problem must show symmetry in the souree and receiver points
it would be expected that so shou&d the 1st. approximation.
This trouble does not arie in the application of the 1st.
approximation to only depth variations of conductivity but
does arise when 2 or 3 dimensional variations are considered.
The following explicit expression of the first approximation
solution of the potential for the general case illustrates
this fast.
*1- 2.8.1
Here d represents one position on the surface and the
other, with the vertical line separating the source and
the receiver positions respectively. This problem has been
resolved by the introduction in this thesis of a modified
first approximation solution, which will always demonstrate
the required symmetry of source and reeiver.
In order to nreserve the linearity in the *onductivity
variation afforded by the first approximation a linear op.-
eration on the existing approximation of Stevenson has
been made. The modified fjDast approximation potential is
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defined as the average of the potentials observed when the
original first approximation is used for both comibinatnris
of source and receiver ooint. That is, using the sarme
notation as Sq. 2.8.1, the modified potential is defined
as:
2.8.2
i t is this modified first ao roximation whicn has been
utilized to solve uoth the forward problem and the inverse
problem. The solutions obtained are only ap roximations but
tUey represent tne first quantitative attempt to predict
and interpret apparent resistivity data for more than a one
dimensional variation of conductivity.
3.1 Formulation in Discrete Regions
As previously indicated, Stevenson was unable to
obtain an analytic inversion of his approximate solution for
more than a one-dimensional variation of conductivity. The
fact that point sources and receiveru are utilized in the
field operations leads to a singularity of the integrand for
the forward problem wnich can only be treated properl, in tihe
one-dimensional problem. *In this case it is possible to in-
tefrate out the other two dimensions in the forward solution
wit' ,ut a knowledge of the conductivity and invert the
"rn
remraining integral by the Fourier-Bessel transform. The
author has attempted to obtain an analytic inversion of the
modified first approximation when considering two or three
dimensional conductivity variations witnout success. The
main problem has been the singularity of tie integrand
associated witi point sources and receivers.
Backus (1959) has eliminated the problem of the singular
integrand by using a source and receiver which are distributed
over the entire half-space plane boundary. The voltage source
varies in magnitude sinusoidally in both surface dimensions
and the current outflow is measured over the entiro nlane.
Thus he is effectively considering the two-dimensional Fourier
transform of the point response of the earth. It is possible
to determine the response of the earth to such an extended
source and receiver by superposing thae responses for point
sources and receivers which are distributed continuously
over the plane surface. However the number of mathematical
inversions necessary to yield the conductivity variation will
be increased by two if this method of obtaining data is
employed in this approach. It is doubtful whether this analytic
modification of the basic resistivity problemi of interpretation
will be hIelpful in establishing a useful procedure because of
the numerical computations involved and also because field
operations may never yield the required data. the use of point
sources and receivers dictates that the mautual resistance be
known for all combinations of points on the surface and this
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leads to field operations which measure the resoonse for a
given point source over the entire surface. At present there
appears good reason to restrict the collection of data to
profile lines and this field procedure eliminates the oppor-
tunity to apply the approach of Backus.
Since there has not been effected an analytic solution to
the interpretation of resistivity data another approach has
been taken which is based upon the concept of finite sized
regions in the subsurface. The geometry of these regions is
pre-determtned and then their effects calculated from the
modified first approximation. ombinint a number of these
regions allows the representation of the subsurface geologic
struc.ture as well as the fitting of the measured field data
to t'hat predicted from the known effects of eaca region. 1he
unknowns involved once the g eometry has been determined are
the conductivity contrasts for each region.
Vozoff (1936) originally suggested for the subsurface
"...that the region be considered as being made of homo-
geneous blocks of given geometry but unknown conductivity..."
and it is this concept which has been fundamental in the
interpretation scheme developed. rie proposed thuat the region
be divided into a three dimensional array of cubes and that
by applying the first approximation solution of $tevenson a
completely linear problem would be formulated. The effect of
each cube was linearly combined with all the others and if
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the number of observations equaled the number of cubes then
a linear set of equations in the unknown conductivities
would allow a solution to be obtained. He pointed out that
the lateral resolving power of such an approach would
approxiiately be equal to thi'e minimum spacing interval which
the set of observations represented.
H1owever, Vozoff's efforts along this line of apnroach did
not reach the actual numerical computation and certain
problems have arisen in its application which have necessitated
a modification of his approach. In addition certain consider-
ations regarding the choice of the shape and distribution of
thne regions have led to a rather different subsurface geometry
but the original suggestion of using finite regions is due to
Vozoff's work.
The first approximation has been modified in order that
it demonstrate symmetry in source and receiver point.
uiowever, the linearity of tne solution in thae conductivity
contrasts has been preserved so that a compositing of a
number of regions yields a net response identical with the en-
tire region. This is not the case when a contrast factor such
as 2.7.1 is used. here the sum of induced sources at adjacent
interfaces will not be equal to the source induced when the
two regions are considered as being present simultaneously,
unless the adjacent regions have the same conductivity value
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or one of thera has a value equal to the background. hence any
modification to the strength factor 177/ to allow that
saturation phenomenon be adequately treated must also
consider ti ramifications when a linear superposition is
attempted with the finite sized regions.
3.2 General iroblem of Data Vitting for the Inverse Problem
In order to determine the values of the conductivities
of the different regions wIthi1n the earth when applying the
discrete region concept, it is necessary to fit tae data to
the effects of all the regions. By fitting the data is meant
essentially that the results of the forward problem with the
deterrined conductivities yield a response identical, or
approximately so, to the response measured in the field,
There are manY problems wnich arise in scientific
research which require the fittin o; data to an assumed
physlcal system. If the data fitting is satisfactory, accord-
ing to some previously defined criterion, then the system is
considered to be a possible model of the phenomenon studied.
Howevdr, simply because the data is well approximated by the
model proposed is no guarantee that it is a true represen-
tation of the actual physical system. Often a model will
explain phenomena other tqan the original one investigated
and as the number of independent sets of data explained by
tne model increases so does the confidence of the investi-
gators that they have the correct model. It ray well be
that they have not yet exhausted the number of experiments
possible or that there are certain ones they cannot at
present undertake. Whatever the situation, the basic fact
that a rodel proposed and tested is just thiat and nothing
more must always be considered. These remarks applr to the
use of models in both economic and scientific research.
A set of data is associated with a certain number of
variables and may be linearly or non-linearly dependent upon
their values. Also there may be the same number of data points
as variables, or more or less; data than variables. In general,
scientific disciplines have only been concerned with the first
two cases but there are possibilities for considering the
last case of less data than variables, Certain very recent
developments in operations research concerned with the
efficiency of business and military logistics as well as the
optimization of 'return' have led to the analysis of such
problems. They are referred to as linear lprogramming'
problems when the relations between the data and the variables
are linear as well as the function whicn is to be optimized.
Correspondingly when the dependence of the data and/or the
function is not linear then it is called non-linear
'programming'. It is to be noted that this use of' the word
'programming' has a very different connotation than when
associated with the directions and corrands used to program
a computer.
When the number of variables is ecual to the number of
data Doints then unless there are non-linear relations to be
considered the problem is usually capable of solution, There
is no freedom, in a completely linear problem and either a
solution exists or it does not. That is, a formal solution
may be stated although numerically it may require the use
of an electronic computer and highly develope'd computer codes
to solve the resulting equations, Few formal statements can
be made for the non-linear case other than that in general
the difficjties are much greater than the linear problems,
For those cases with more data than variables some
technique to utilize some or all of tne data must be employed
which will fit the data in some 'best' sense. The most hiphly
developed measure of 'best' is the familiar least squares
approach which minimizes the aggregate squared error of the
data fit. A great deal of corputational effort is eliminated
by the use of orthogonal functions and a better fit can be
obtained by using additional variables without recalculating
those already considered. -But most ixmortant of the proper'ties
of a least squarsa analysis is that it may require only linear
operations to yield a solution. This allows the use of many
different linear techniques to obtain the 'best' fit and it is
this method wfiich has been widely applied since its original
discovery independently by Gauss and Legendre in the early
- .. N I MIN -
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1800's. No other method of dealing with the problem of sur-
plus data has been as successful and rnodern statistical
methods are based fundamentally upon its noncept and utiliza-
tion.
The !programmnaing problems previously referred to have
arisen to create an entirely new field of applied mathematics
although tho tneoretical aspects of linear inequalities upon
which they are based had been etudied some time before. As a
result of the desire of the military and business interests
to make their operations more efficient by tne use of
decisions made on a quantitative and scientific basis, ta se
metnods of analysis have been very rapidly developed since
1946. In order to compensate for the additional-variables,
certain restraints are placed upon them, commlonly that th.ey
be positive, or integers or be bounded in range. Finite
algorithms for solving certain of these linear problems have
been derived and prepared for computer use and a wide variety
of problems have been solved. A typical example is that of
supplying a number of different stores from a group of ware-
houses so that transportation costs are minimized wnile
never allowing return shipments froim the stores nor the
capacity of any warehouse to be exceeded.
In geophysics there are possibilities of applying this
metLod of analysis to data fitting in a variety of interpre-
tation problems. in gravity prospecting it would be possible
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to assume a backgroand density value sufficientlg, low so
that( all density contrasts would be positive and bounded in
magnitude. The limits and backgcround values would be based
upon independent geological information about the area of
interest and an assumption made regarding the geometry within
tho area. in any application adequate consideration must
always be given to the basic physical principles, underlying
the ohenomenon. The fact that the total mass of the disturbing
body can be computed from the anomaly without knowledge nf the
geometry and the fundamental non-uniquenes of gravity inter-
pretation must be realized. The decrease in the resolving
power of gravity anomalies as the depti to tn:e source body is
Increased must be included by increasing the scale for deep
anomalies.
4itn regards to resistivitY interpretation, the conduc-
tivitv contrasts for a given geometry of subsurface regIons
could all be bounded in magnitude and a solution obtained.
Bounding the contrasts wo.uld striula te the saturation phenom~
enon whica must occur and witicn 9t' present is not evidenced
in either first approximations.
Both of theise interrretation problems have been linear
in their dependence upon the v-ariables of" density and con-
ductivity contrast but there certainly are also non-linear
problems. There is however a nore basic consideration to be
given geophysical data ffItting by any 'programmiing' technique.
Usually there is a surplus of data relative to the amount
of information that is desired. Seldom is there ever a lack
of enough data, more often it is a lack of sufficiently good
data that hinders the interpretation problems in most of
geophysics. however, the fact that theoretical and numerical
work on these tprogramming' approaches has made them available
as useful methods may lead to their utilization in certain
problems of geophysics where the scarcity of data is the
major difficulty.
3.3 Least Squares Formulation and Inclusion of Baolground
There has not been any numerical attempt in this thesis
at using a 'progranming' approach to the data fitting for the
interpretation of apparent resistivity prospecting. The main
effort has been to use a fitting by least squares to determine
the conductivity contrasts and the background resistivity. It
is necessary to determine the contrasts since the induced
sources are dependent upon the relative conductivity of the
regions and not their absolute value. The following presen-
tation will be valid for a finite number of regions in the
subsurfaoe of any geometrical shape and for any electrode
array. It will indicate explicitly the particular procedure
used in this research to determine an effective resistivity
interpretation scheme., Moreover, this formulation will also
be valid for the case in which the number of data points is
W.
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is exactly equal to the number of variables.
Vozoff suggested that in the finite-region forward
problem the secondary potential due to the various regions
be calculated and employed in the data fitting.
This form of the data variable requires that the field data
as measured in apparent resistivities be transformed into
potential data before initial computation begins. Any such
operation on the initial field data should be avoided and
in this particular case an interration of -the data must be
made tvite to yield the desired form for the analysis. The
amount of error involved in such a procedure may be great
unless data observations are made at small spacing intervals
and extended to large distances relative to the scale of the
anomalous region.
Since the apparent resistivity measurements depend
linearly upon the potentials, it is possible to utilize the
resistivity data directly as a form for the data variable.
Let V() be the secondary potential at the 3 receiver
position due to the ith region when the source point is at
a and let be defined in a similar manner for the
source point at b. Any four electrode measurement of apparent
resistivity will depend upon the primary field plus the sum
of the secondary fields due to the disturbing regions. Let
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AV0 represent the voltage measured across the j, J+18t
receiver electrodes due to the primary field and let &Vs
be the secondary voltage difference across the same set
so that the apparent resistivity is derived from:
AVo+&V 3.3.2
Here g is a geometrical factor necessary to transform the
mutual resistance to the resistivity and I is the magnitude
of the current. The AVS is equal to the sum of the secondary
potentials due to the different regions. Considering the
source at (a) to be positive and that at (b) negative it can
be written for N regions as:
N
AV8 = 2 EVI(b) + Vl+1 (a)- V'(a) - Vj+1 (b)3 3.3.3
Lut
Now the Vi are linearly dependent upon the strength factors
of the induced sources on the surfaces of the regions. Let
Ki be this value and let Aij represent the normalized
secondary potential at j due to the ith region so that:
Y (a) -- KiAjj 3.3.4
If there were no conductivity contrasts then the
apparent resistivity would be equal to the specific
resistivity of the entire region. Let fo be this value
and hence AV, must be given by the expression:
AVO= 3.3.5
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Jubstituting 4quations 3.3.5 and 3.3.4 into 3.3.2 yields:
+ IS +1 - A - A4j'4 1  i)
The term in brackets is dependent only upon the geometry of
the regions and relative electrode positions. Hence it may
be determined once a choice of these parameters is made.
Redefine A13 by the following equation so that it
now represents the normalized fractional effect on the
apparent resistivity measurement at the jh source-
receiver combination due to the ith region per unit current:
. g 9 b b
a A,,j+1 A, 1 - Aij - i+ Aj3.
Finally the explicit expression of the apparent resistivity
as a linear function of the Ki is given as:
N
1& + AijXI 3.3.8
The transformation of the data variable from potential
to apparent resistivity eliminates the necessity of integrating
the field data and the errors introducad by such as operation.
This procedure is valid regardless of the particular Ki used
as long as the potentiala are linearly dependent upon them.
TheA are the predicted values of apparent resistivity and
are to be fitted by a least squares analysis to the
1
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observed apparent resistivities
Assume that there are M data values and N regions and
that XMO N + . The error in the prediction of the j
apparent resistivity is:
N
so that the aggregate squared error of the fitting is defined
as:
3.3.9
The variables are the K and the background resistivity PO
although it is preferable to use the background conductivity
so that a completely linear set of equations will
result from the least squares analysis. In order that a-.
minimum of 3.3.9 be obtained it is necessary that:
so r for kz]1 to N
2 3.3.10
The solution to these equations is best obtdined by re-
writing the form 3.3.9 as follows:
L
I.
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Since whatever value of is determined will only scale
the aggregate squared error, it is possible to cancel the
term and minimize the following form
Z '"I(, *
According to 3.3.10, a minimum occurs when:
~j([ Aq + o for k. 1 to N
3.3.12
These N + 1 equations in the N -+ 1 unknown* are best
solved through the use of matrix notation and operations as
follows:
Let A] be the 1-row, N-column matrix of the Aji
K] be the N-row, 1-column matrix of the Ki
]be the MJ-row, 1-column matrix of the
be the M1-row, 1-eolumn matrix with all
elements. 1.0
~1
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A1so indicate the transpose of a matrix by the superscript T
and an augmented matrix by a vertical or horizontal line
separating the original two matrices. It will be necessary to
consider V,, as a 1-row, 1-column matrix in the equations.
Equations 3.3.12 can now be compactly rewritten as:
-- jf)A) Kj +Q rl Ono =[199
Combining these two matrix equations by the use of augmented
matrices yields:
-- 3.3.13
The solution is obtained by premultiplying botn sft4s tf this
equation by the inverse of .. as:
Each time a new Set of data is obtained this entire set of
operations must be repeated, and this is only sensibly
possible with the use of a high speed computer. However, many
of the operations involved ir the limited interpretation
problem of assuming the background resistivity and only
determining the N values of the Ki can be done without
knowledge of the data.
Indeed, in this case it is possible to reduce the entire
interpretation procedure to a single matrix mniltiplication.
In this case it is necessary to introduce the parameter B3
defined as:
Vi- -I 3.3.5
and also the )-row, 1-olumn matrix it forms. The
analysis by least squares leads to a linear set of equations
represented by#
IT Vit hi3.3.16
The solution is obtained as:
and here it is seen that the riatrix A At can
be considered as an operator which when post-ultiplied by
the matrix ) derived from the field data will yield the
Ki.Since this operator is Independent of the field data it
I
.uc~
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need be corputed only once after the Geometry and array are
chosen and this can be dne on a high speed machine.
This limited Interpretation problei actually is vary
useful since an experienced geophysIcist can often sako a
reasonable estimate of the background resistivity and a
simple matrix multiplication will yield tne entire interpre-
tation of the Ki values, It is tiis limited problem approach
which is to be used by tie field personnel when doing
preliminary interpretations. The coaplete problem of actuelly
doternining the background is only attempted when tie final
results of an area's survey are available and need to be
interpreted in a more sopisticated manner,
34 Formulation of Rectangular Jlocke and itesolvin Power
The prospecting of an area in maly geopysical methodr
is done witn tc aid of a grid-work of lines covering the
arsa of interest. This grid is either rectanfgular or square
in tne shape of the individual smaller areas whicr it forms
and is utilized so that a systematic investigation of the
area may be made. The four-electrode resistivity methods often
use such a grid and reasurements are made along one of the
series of parallel lines thus formed. iThat is, both tae scurce
and receiver circuits are moved alon& one line at a time,
varying bota their exact position within the grid and also
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their relative distances to one another. This procedure
allows a profile of the subsurface conditions to be con-
structed from the interpretation of the measurements,
There are two properties of any geophysical prospecting
method other than the ohysical parameter measured which
are of prime importance in determining its specific
applications. It is not really possible to completely
separate these two properties but there is a difference in
what each may accomplish. One is the ability to detect an
anomalous subsurface region and the other is the ability to
resolve the anomaly into a set of values describing its
position, size and physical parameter. The success of much
geophysical prospecting is often based only on its ability
to detect anomalous regions. There are certain minimum
geometries and contrasts which may be detected with any
method and hence there is some overlap in these two pro-
perties. In general, present day prospecting techniques have
no problem detecting anomolous regions since the instrumen -
tation of basic physical concepts to measure different
parameters is highly developed. The greatest failure is in
the interpretation or resolution of these anomalies, and it
is this resolution of resistivity measurements with which
this thesis is concerned.
Profiling for the modified Eltran array is operationally
quite rapid as the vertical variations of resistivity are
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measured as the distance between the two circuits is in-
creased while the lateral variations parallel to the line
are determined as the entire array is moved along the line.
A similar procedure is used for the Wenner array , movement
along the line for a given spacing interval sensing the
lateral variations to a certain depth. Then by going back
over the same line additional times for larger spacing
intervals the vertical variations of resistivity are de-
tected.
Although the profiling is in a sense only two-dimensional,
it does detect changes in conductivity which occur perpen-
dicular to the profile line. However, it is not possible for
the measurements to determine on which side of the profile
line these changes occur. The effect of changes either at
depth or to one side or another cannot be separated and both
possibilities are only capable of interpretation as being
associated with a change in conductivity an approximate
distance away. Nothing can be said about the distance being
to the side or vertical from the single profile line. By pro-
filing over a series of parallel lines however the possibility
of the changes occuring laterally can actually be investigated
and final interpretations about the subsurface based on this
added information.
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The ability of surface resistivity measurements to
detect changes in subsurface resistivity is dependent upon
the actual conductivity contrasts but most strongly upon the
geometry of the anomalous region. As the distance of the
region from the profile line increases so must the size in
order that its effect for measurements along the profile
line remain the same. If the scale of the measurements is
not large enough they may never detect certain very large
anomalous regions which are effectively too far away.
Rectangular blocks which are symmetric about the pro-
file plane have been chosen to form the finite-sized sub-
surface regions. The choice of regions which are symmetric
about the profile plane eliminates the problem associated
with the failure of the line measurements to resolve certain
geometries as indicated. It forces the variations to be
essentially two dimensional for each profile line but by
using a series of parallel profile lines the three-di-
mensional character of the subsurface resistivity may be
determined. The ability to predict the vertical and lateral
variations along the line of measurements in a quantitative
method is an improvement of the empirical method of com-
parison with known responses for a few geometries and con-
trasts. While the approximation used to determine the Aij
introduced in Section 3.2 is limited in its validity, this
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approach does represent a direct method of interpretating
resistivity data on the basis of two and three dimensional
variations of the subsurface conductivity.
3.5 Final Blocks and their Resolution
Model results have indicated that the limits to which
the modified Eltran array can detect anomalous regions is
approximately 3 units, when using a maximum separation of 5
units between source and receiver. A highly conducting
horizontal block ( 4 units parallel to the line, 1 unit in
thickness and 4 units extent on either side of the line )
centered at a depth of 3 units was not detectable in an
otherwise homogeneous half-space. That the body was not
detected is due to the rapid decreass in the strength of the
secondary sources created as the region recedes from the
source, proportional to the inverse distance squared. The
effect of the block at this depth is masked in the e*peri-
mental error of approximately 10%. A similar error is antici-
pated in field operations and thus this block represents the
limit of the detection power of the array.
Because of the fixed separation of each set of
electrodes in the modified Eltran array the primary field is
essentially dipolar and its strength falls off as the inverse
distance squared. Also the receiver makes essentially a dipole
measurement, hence measures the rate of change of the po.
tential. The primary field is then measured as depending upon
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the inverse cube of the distance separating source and
receiver. The very rapid decrease of response to a subsurface
region which is observed in model experiments for finite
regions is of great help in resistivity prospecting for near
suiface features such as usually occurs in mining geophysics.
It indicates that only those regions immediately next to the
profile line need to be considered as the cause of the ob-
served secondary electrical fields.
Although explicit model results for bodies displaced to
either side of the profile line have not been obtained it
seems quite reasonable to assume that their maximum detection
range is also the 3 units limit. lience any regions which lie
outside these limits need not be considered as being the
cause of the secondary fields and in the application of the
modified first approximation this will in general be true.
It is important to realize that the presence of conducting
regions within this limited volume around the profile line
will yield a much larger field than similar or even larger
regions outside. In a sense this is a shielding phenomenon
in which the near surface variations completely dominate the
creation and behavior of the secondary fields.
The choice of the dimensions for the final blocks to be
used in a finite region interpretation scheme has been
strongly influenced by the previous considerations and also
various trial sizes. The modified first approximation for-
ward problem response for blocks that extend 3 units on
W IN
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either side of the line are almost identical with blocks
that extend 4 units on either side, Thus it appears that the
optimum length of the blocks perpendicular to the profile
plane is three units since any greater lengths will yield
the same effect. Parallel to the line it has been found that
the dimensions must not be less than a unit or the resolution
of these endividual regions will fail. Finally the vertical
dimensions must not be less than a unit unless the regions
are close to the surface, in which case they may be approxi-
mately * unit and still be resolved individually.
The dimensions of each region must be chosen so that
the magnitude effects are approximately equal in order that
a stable interpretation operator will be developed. That is,
the regions must increase their lateral and/or vertical
dimensions as their depth is increased. 'ho type of stability
referred to is that slight changes of the resistivity measure-
ments, such as arise in the errors present in the field data
will not greatly alter the resistivity interpretation.
There is a difference in the accuracy of the first
approximation forward solution when compared to the model
results for rectangular blocks of certain geometries. It
appears that if the vertical surfaces wiich bound the block
lie directly under a source and/or receiver position along
the profile line, the comparisons are less valid for certain
- m ~ _________
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source-receiver positions. This no doubt is due to the fact
that the interactions between surfaces are important in
effecting the final distribution of induced sources in the
real system and the first approximation yields zero induced
sources on such surfaces for those positions directly above
them. Thus, bodies with surfaces whichl when projected to the
profile line intersect it at station positions should be
avoided. Basically the idea is to use those blocks for which
the first approximation presents a fairly accurate repre-
sentation of the true response.
It has already been noted that the modified LEltran array
presents a system that is symmetric with respect to an
interchange of source and receiver circuits. This is
extremely useful not only in field operations but also in
the interpretation of resistivity measurements since it
allows any existing subsurface symmetries to be accurately
displayed. For those regions not syraietrical it permits
good estimates of the existing orientation to be made since
the symetric measurements will not distort the relative
geometry of these regions.
In order to preserve this vei'y useful property of
symmetry in the interpretation the blocks as well as the
resistivity data measurements should be chosen symmetrically
about the center of the composite configuration. Thus if any
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symetries in the data actually or approxiuately occur the
subsurface is capable of modelling this geometry satisfacto-
rily. The forced syaietry of the modified first approximation
as well as the symmetry in the blocks and data points lead to
a consistent developmeht in which the very useful and
necessary property of symmetry is preserved.
The diagram on the following page illustrates the final
choice of blocks used in developing the interpretation
operators. It will be appropriate to consider the group of
blocks, their responses and the least squares fitting as be-
ing an operator on the resistivity data which directly
determines the conductivity variations once the geometry is
chosen. Only three blocks have been utilised in forming the
different operators and their dimensions and relative po-
sitions have been chosen so as to approximately model either
mainly horisontal or vertical oriented structures. "ach
block extends three units on each side of the profile plane
consistent with the resolution possible using the modified
eltran array. The forward problem solutions for these blocks
as determined by tne modified first approximation are presented,
for which the general format employed in the tabulation of the
results is explained on page 75 . The values given are
the Aij parameters multiplied by 100 so that they represent
the b changes from the background resistivity.
'Profile Line
and stations
AWi
Blocks Employed in Operator Formation
i1) An 1.0 B= 6.0 O= 0.6
(2) A= 1.0 B= 6.0 On 2.0
(3) A= 2.0 B= 6.0 Cc 1.0
D= 10.0 flu 0.7
D= 10.0 H= 2.0
D= l0.5 H= 1.5
Cross Sectional View
L I I I I I I I I
cm
Figure 1 General Diagram of Rectangular Blocks
T
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Format Description
The results of the computer have been programmed to
be presented in final semi-graphical form. The results for
the dipole-dipole array are plotted in conformance with the
format on page 29. The pole-dipole results represent the
response of the array for which the source is a point and
the receiver a pair of electrodes one unit apart.
On page 77 are presented the results for block (1)
centered at x= 10.0, z= 0.70. All the blocks are symetrical
about the profile plane so that the coordinate of the center
is always y= 0. The spatial increments define the number of
x, and z increments used in the numerical in-
tegration discussed in Appendix I. The dimensions of the
block are in the order ( A,B,O ).
For the dipole-dipole array on page 77, with the
source electrodes at stations 6-7 and the receiver
electrodes at 10-11, there is an 18% decrease from the
background value in apparent resistivity measured. For the
pole-dipole array, the effect for a source at station 8
and receiving at 12-13 is a 4% increase in apparent
resistivity,
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SPATIAL INCREMENTS ( 4#120 3)
NUMBER OF TERMS= 1 SCALE FACTOR=100.0 CONTRAST= 1.00
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
*-------*-------*-------*-----*------*------*------*------*------*------*------*------*------*-----*---------------*------**
0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 2 -5
0 0 0 1 2 -6 -1
0 0 1 3 -8 -15
0 1 3 -9 -14
1 -16 -3 -0 -0 -0 -0 -0 -o
-2 -9 -4 -1 -0 -0 -0 -0
2 2 -5 -4 -1 -0 -0 -0
3 -3 -3 -1 -0 -0
4 4 3 3 -2 -3' -1 -0
POLE-DIPOLE 1 3 -10 -13 5 4 3 3 3 -1 -2 -1
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 -14 15 16 17 18 19
* --- *--*---*--- - -------- *-------*--------*------*-------*------* ----- *-----*------*------*-----*----- *-----*
0 0 0 0 0 1 -1 -23 -23 -1 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 2 -3 -21
0 0 0 2 -4 -18
0 0 2 -6 -17 2
-7 -21
0 0 -18
4 2 -
-3 2 0 0 0 0
-4 2 0 0 0
17 -6 2 0 0
DIPOLE-DIPOLE 1 3 -7 -16 3 4 4 3 -16 -7 3 1
THE DATE IS MAY 11,1959.
CENTER AT 10*00#0.70DIMENSIONS (1o.0,6*00190*60)PROBLEM M-487 NESS
THE TIME IS 211609
SPATIAL INCREMENTS ( 2912v 4)
NUMBER OF TERMS= SCALE FACTOR=100.0 CONTRAST= 1.00
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
*----*----*-------*-----*----*-----*----*---*----*-----*- 
----- *---
15 16 17 18 19
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -o -7 -7 -2 -0 -0 -0 -0 -0 -0
0 0 0 0 0 1 -1 -12 -11
0 0 0 1 1 -2 -15 -10
0 0 1 1 -3 -16 -8 -4
1 1 1 -3 -16 -6 -1
-8 -4 -1 -0 -0 -0 -0
-7 -7 -4 -1 -0 -0 -0
-4 -6 -4 -2 -0 -0
-1 -2 -5 -3 -2 -1
POLE-DI POLE 1 1 -3 -17 -5 -0 0 0 -1 -4 -3 -2
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
*---*---*-----*-----*---*-----*---*---*-----*---*----*---*----*---*-----*---
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -4 -4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 -0 -10 -12 -10
0 0 0 1 -1 -13 -12 -12 -13
-0 1 0 0 0 0
-1 1 0 0 0
0 1 1 -2 -14 -11 -8 -11 -14 -2 1 1 0
DIPOLE-DIPOLE 1 -3 -15 -9 -5 -5 -9 -15 -3 1
THE DATE IS MAY 11,1959.
DIMENSIONS (1*00#6.0092&0-0) CENTER AT 10*00t2*00P'ROBLEM M-487 NESS
THE TIME IS 2118*7
SPATIAL INCREMENTS ( 49129 2)
NUMBER OF TERMS= SCALE FACTOR=100*0 CONTRAST= 1.00
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
........ *.....-...*-..--....*-.--* -.-.- *-*--*--------*-.---*----* *--*---*--*---* ---
*----- *
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 -6 -12 -8 -2 -0 -0 -0 -0 -0
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 -11 -19 -16 -10 -4 -1 -0 -0 -0
0 0 0 1 2 -0 -13 -19 -11 -10 -8 -4 -1 -0 -0
0 0 1 2 -1 -15 -17
POLE-DIPOLE
1 2 -1 -15 -16
2 2 -1 -15 -16
-6 -3 -6 -7 -4 -1 -0
-3 0 -0 -4 -6 -3 -1
-1 2 3 1 -2 -5 -3
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 , 14 15 16 17 18 19
- *
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -4 -9 -4 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 -9 -20 -20 -9 0
0 0 0 1 0 -12 -21 -19 -21 -12
0- 1 2 -0 -13 -19 -12 -12 -19 -13
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
-0 2
DIPOLE-DI POLE 2 -o -14 -18 -7 -4 -7 -18 -14 -0 2
THE DATE IS MAY 11,1959.
DIMENSIONS (2#00t6.00+19100) CENTER AT 10#50,91o50PROBLEM M-487 NESS
THE TIME IS 2117*8
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3*6 Compositing of blocks and Shifting of the operators
In order to treat general problems of resistivity
interpretation, it is necessary to combine blocks of small
homogeneous regions so as to for a larger subsurface region
of effectively variable conductivity. It is more convenient
to discuss the large regions as being mainly horizontal or
vertical in the orientation of the blocks and also their
associated operators. Different configurations of blocks and
the associated resistivity measurements can be constructed
and lead to a large wet of combinations. Moreover the actual
number of regions And measurements used to form an operator
can vary so that a great deal of freedom appears to be
available in forming such operators.
Those operators presented -here have utilized the blocks
of Section 3.4 and have been chosen both with consideration
given to the desired resolution power and symmetry property
of this interpretation scheme and also the field procedures
commonly employed to prospect an area. Previous empirical
methods of interpretation have been capable of yielding 3
pieces of information regarding the subsurface conductivity
variations:
1) Determining whether features near the surface or
deep are causing the anomaly,
2) Approximate lateral extent of the region and
3) Significance of the conductivity contrast
These also represent the basic valuo which the finite region
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concept will predict, but with greater detail possible
because of the large number of regions used to model the
subsurface. Also the relative conductivity contrasts of these
regions will be determined on a quantitative basis.
In general, a profile line of measurements using the modi-
fied eltran array is made long enough to cover the entire
anomaly measured so that its lateral extent may be accurately
determined, and also a value assigned to the background
resistivity, It is possible to construct operators that use
exactly as many resistivity measurements as the field profiles
do, but since the length is variable every new line might
necessitate construction of a new operator. A solution to
this Problem of reformulating an entirely new set of regions
and data points is to form an operator of a length corren
sponding to the minimum length line usually employed, and to
shift this operator along any longer linea so that there will
be some overlap in the regions modelled and the data valued'
used. This shifting of basic operators along lines when com-
bined with the determination of background resistivity
provides a highly flexible scheme of interpretation which
allows for the examination of different sections of a profile
for slightly different geometries. For those operators which
overlap in both their data points and blocks modelled, a
comparison of those matching blocks and also the background
resistivity can be made to determine the correlation of both
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the geology of the subsurface and the interpretation derived
from the field data.
When using the limited interpretation procedure and
assuming the background resistivity, the success of shifting
the operator along the line may possibly be less, There must
be an assumption made regarding the :baokground resistivity
and while the complete interpretation problem determines this
only from the data, the limited prolmn must rely upon the-
experience and ability of the individual doing the inter-
protation.
Pages 83-87 present the cross-seotional views of the
different operators which have been constructed from the
basic blocks, and the convention for numbering the blocks
and the resistivity measurements, The code used to identify
the operators is s l -t digits number of blocks, 2nd Hori-
zontal or Vertical structure, L Szleast squares and the
final digits the number of data points utilized.
4.1 Comparison of Forward Problem Results with Models
A completely quantitative analysis of the error in the
modified first approximation forward solution is not possible
for all subsurface geometries and conductivity variations. In
order to determine the error it is necessary that the exact
solution be known so that a comparison can be made and the
relative error determined. Belluigi and Maas (1956) have
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critically examined the first approximation of Stevenson for
an exponential variation of conductivity with depth. They
have shown that only the first term in the series expansion
of the exponential is exactly prdeicted in the Stevenson
method. This particular example might seem to indicate that
any first approximation solution and derived interpretation
procedure would not be very accurate. However, this turns out
not to be true when considering finite regions of conductivi.
ty variation.
It should be noted that when only vertical variations of
conductivity occur, the modified first approximation reduces
exactly to the approximation of Stevenson. For rectangular
regions exact solutions are not possible and recourse must
be made to the results of model experiments. The use of model
results will allow a comparison of not only the forward
problem solutions but also the interpretations obtained
based upon the modified first approximation. In this section
a comparison of the forward problem solutions and model
results for a number of different geometries will be made.
Previous methods of interpretation of the apparent
resistivity data obtained from the modified eltran array
have utilized contours of the data on a logarithmic scale.
The shape of the contours has been found to be very
characteristic of the subsurface structure and a fair degree
of accuracy has been possible in predicting the lateral
extent of anomalous regions. However, the depth determination
was rather qualitative and unless the anomaly was rather
'sharp' so that interpretation was straightforward little
could definitely be said about it. The interpretation was
accomplished by personnel familiar with the method of ob-
taining and contour plotting the profile data and model
results were often used as a guide and reference for the
final interpretation.
The forward problem solutions are based upon the assumption
that the induced sources are bounded in magnitude and that
for a finite jump in the conductivity they are determined
from:
fo~ C1
which is exactly the factor inferred to be correct in section
2.7. The solutions for the rectangular homogeneous blocks
used in the modelling and also for those blocks used in form-
ing the composite interpretation operators of this thesis
were obtained by numerical integration of :
This was done on an electronic digital computer by consider-
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ing the surface of the block to be divided into a number of
small areas and an equivalent induced point source placed at
the center of each area. That only the surfaces of the
regions need be considered is due to the fact that the con-
ductivity gradient is zero elsewhere. The complete mathemati-
cal formulation of this phase of the forward problem is pre-
sented in Appendix I.
The exact comparison of the apparent resistivity profiles
obtained from the modelling with that predicted by the first
approximation is not possible because of experimental errors
in the actual model data. The most striking feature being
that the experimental results were seldom symetrical even
though the geometry of the block and array was such that they
should be. This is interpretated to indicate that the posi-
tioning of the block relative to the surface electrodes was
incorrect. The use of thedipole-dipole array which measures
a second derivative of the primary and secondary dipole-fields
Zaketthe results very sensitive to relative location of
surface electrodes and blocks. Any error in the positioning
of the electrodes would then be greatly magnified by the use
of this array. However, if the results are averaged so as to
empirically determine a set of symmetrical values a numerical
comparison can be effected.
Good agreement of the contoured model results and the
MWMMAMMXIL Ma -W -A
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modified first approximation solutions have been obtained.
The general character of the predicted solutions and the
relative positioning of the contour levels in both horizontal
and vertical blocks has been satisfactory. horeover, the
actual magnitude values of apparent resistivity predicted are
in approximate agreement with the model results altered as
indicated above. Four particular geometries have been chosen
to be presented in this section as representative of the
results of the modified approximation solutions. The format
for their presentation closely parallels that of page 76
but the values given are apparent resistivity values assuming
a background value of 450, which is the value assigned to the
background in the modeling. The conductivity contrast of the
model blocks to background has been very high or close to
being 'saturated# so that the source strengths Ki have been
set equal to 2,0. The presentation of pole-dipole results is
made since extremely little computational effort is required
to obtain them beyond that required to produce the dipole-
dipole results and some investigators have used this
electrode array in field operations. It is not necessary to
give the dimensions of the resistivity values since it is
possible to assign the values proportional to the desired
units of measurement. This is also to be done with the linear
dimensions of the array and subsurface region. Effectively the
am ''AM - 1WHOMMEW -1 15
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results are presented in a set of dimensionless variables
which are only defined when the dimensions of both the
resistivity and the electrode epacing are given.
In order that a comparison be made of the actual numerical
values a profile for each geometry has been derived from the
model data but only for the dipole-dipole measurements which
are the immediate concern of this thesis. As already indicated
the numerical values of the actual model data are obtained by
forcing symmetry in the model values. The diagram on the
following page indicates the geometry of the four blocks whose
results are oresented in this section and a label that is
indicative of the orientation and size of the block. The first
character in the label ( H or V ) indicates whether the block
is vertical or horisontal, the second digit the thickness of
the block in units of electrode spacing and the tiird digit
the depth to the top surface of the block in the units
previously defined. This convenient manner of identifying the
blocks has been in all the model work of Adler (1958). All the
model blocks were 4 units long on either side of the profile
plane. The conductivity contrasts between background and the
block are indicated in the parenthesized ratio is (1/200).
The following pages present the forward problem solutions
and the model results for comparison of numerical values.
These blcoks represent rather different geometries and hence
allow an evaluation of the modified first approximation over
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PROFILE LINE 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 SURFACE
* *
* *
* *
* *
* *
* *
* *
* *
* *
* *
* *
V-1-1 (1/150)
PROFILE LINE 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 SURFACE
V-2-1 (1/215)
PROFILE LINE 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 SURFACE
*----*--- *----* --- *--- * ** -- - - * -- *---* -- - - - *- - * - -
*
* *** ** ** * ** ****** * * **
* H-1-1 (1/200)
PROFILE LINE 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 SURFACE
* *
* * H-2-2 (1/155)
** * ** ** ** * **** * *** *** *
CROSS-SECTIONAL VIEW OF MODEL BLOCKS IN PROFILE PLANE
SPATIAL INCREMENTS ( 29169 8) DIMENSIONS (1.008.00400)
NUMBER OF TERMS= SCALE FACTOR=450*0 CONTRAST= 2.00
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
*---*----*-----*-----*-----*-----*----*-----*----*-- 
-- *---------*-----*-----*-..---*----------*----*
450 450 450 451 452 454 457 459 417 368 405 433 443 446 448 449 449
450 451 452 454 458 463 459 380 320 344 382 420 437 443 446 448
452 454 457 461 466 455 354 308 355 358 378 413 432 441 445
455 459 464 467 451 336 305 373 389 376 381 411 430 439
460 466 467 446 324 305 388 410 411 392 387 411 429
POLE-DIPOLE 467 467 443 315 306 399 425 432 427 404 394 413
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
*- -- 
-*-- *---*----*---*----*----* 
----- *---*----*---*----*--.--- *---*
450 450 450 450 451 454 459 435 392 435 459 454 451 450 450 450
450 451 452 454 460 462 406 333 333 406 462 460 454 452 451
452 453 457 464 462 380 312 329 312 380 462 464 457 453
455 460 467 459 360 305 345 345 305 360 459 467 460
DIPOLE-DIPOLE 462 468 455 345 302 360 374 360 302 345 455 468
THE DATE IS MAY 11,1959.
PROBLEM M-487 NESS CENTER AT 10*50*3.00
THE TIME IS 2123*8
SPATIAL INCREMENTS ( 4916# 8) DIMENSIONS (2.0,0*8.0094.00)
NUMBER OF TERMS= SCALE FACTOR=450e0 CONTRAST= 2.00
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
*--*--*--------*-----*----*----*---*-----*-----*-----*----*---*----*----*- 
- -*
450 450 451 452 454 458 464 457 379 313 355 412 435 443 446 448 449
451 453 455 459 467 474 449 314 213 243 313 385 421 436 443 446
455 458 464 473 478 437 273 189 249 272 309 373 412 431 440
POLE-DIPOLE
461 468 478 479 425 247 183 284 321 307 319 370 408 428
472 482 478 416 229 182 311 366 368 337 333 371 406
484 477 409 217 182 333 396 412 400 362 346 375
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
*--*--*----*----*---*-----*----*-----*----*---*----*-----*----*---*----*-----*------
450 450 450 451 454 460 461 411 363 411 461 460 454 451 450 450
451 452 454 460 470 461 354 237 237 354 461 470 460 454 452
454 458 466 477 453 313 199 197 199 313 453 477 466 458
461 471 481 444 282 185 229 229 185 282 444 481 471
DIPOLE-DIPOLE 476 483 434 260 180 258 292 258 180 260 434 483
THE DATE IS MAY 11.1959 T
PROBLEM M-487 NESS CENTER AT 10.5093*00
HE TIME IS 2122.0
SPATIAL INCREMENTS ( 8916t 2)
NUMBER OF TERMS= 1 SCALE FACTOR=450.0 CONTRAST= 2.00
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
*---*----*----*-----* ----- *----*----*----*---*---*-----*---------*----*----*----*----*-- -*
450 450 451 452 456 462 460 398 339 313 308 366 421 440 446 448 449
451 452 455 462 471 460 359 269 194 175 262 342 405 432 442 446
454 458 467 476 457 340 267 210 172 254 306 347 399 428 440
461 471 479 456 330 273 245 243 319 338 342 359 399 426
POLE-DIPOLE
474 481 455 324 277 266 291 405 406 382 367 370 401
482 455 320 281 280 314 451 476 441 406 384 380
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
F----*----*---------*----*-----*----*---------*----*-----*-----*----*----*-----*----*-----*----*
450 450 451 452 457 461 418 374 373 374 418 461 457 452 451 450
451 452 457 465 462 377 271 178 178 271 377 462 465 457 452
454 461 471 460 355 258 157
)IPOLE-DIPOLE
65 157 258 355 460 471 461
464 476 458 343 263 202 147 147 202 263 343 458 476
479 455 335 269 233 231 290 231 233 269 335 455
rHE DATE IS MAY 11#1959.
PROBLEM M-487 NESS DIMENSIONS (4*0,0#8*00 91*00) CENTER AT 10*50#1*50
THE TIME IS 2128.2
SPATIAL INCREMENTS ( 8,160 4) DIMENSIONS (4.00,8.00,2.00)
NUMBER OF TERMS= 1 SCALE FACTOR=450.0 CONTRAST= 2.00
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
*--*--*---*-----*---*----*---*---*----- *---*-----*-----*----*----*--..-*---..*--..
450 450 451 452 454 456 454 445 432 422 419 426 436 442 446 448 448
452 453 455 459 461 455 430 396 369 358 373 398 421 434 442 445
455 458 463 464 452 414 366 324 304 319 351 384 411 429 438
461 466 466 448 401 347 304 282 294 322 351 380 407 425
POLE-DIPOLE
468 467 445 391 336 297 284 303 324 341 360 382 405
467 441 384 329 296 294 325 350 358 362 371 386
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
S *---*----* --- *- ---- *-----*---*---*-----*- *----*-----*----*-----*----*----*----*---*
450 450 451 451 453 454 452 450 449 450 452 454 453 451 451 450
451 452 455 458 457 446 426 413 413 426 446 457 458 455 452
454 458 462 458 434 395 356 337 356 395 434 458 462 458
461 464 456 421 370 317 278 278 317 370 421 456 464
DIPOLE-DIPOLE 466 453 410 353 299 259 247 259 299 353 410 453
THE DATE IS MAY 11.1959.
PROBLEM M-487 NESS CENTER AT 100,93*00
THE TIME IS 2126.3
L 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
+---*-----*-----*-----*-----*-----* ----- *-----*-----*-----*-----*-----*-----*-----*-----*-----*-----*-----*
444 438 438 430 437 444 451 400 308 400 451 444 437 430 438 438
447 447 439 448 462 483 369 205 205 369 483 462 448 439 447
455 451 455 476 488 363 181 142 181 363 488 476 455 451
448 484 491 509 347 201 162 162 201 347 509 491 484
MODEL V-1-1 (1/150)
L 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
e---*-----*-----*-----*-----*-------------*-----*-----*-----*---*---*---*----*---*-----*----------
421 419 434 427 437 446 435 375 313 375 435 446 437 427 434 419
455 468 465 474 510 474 298 176 176 298 474 510 474 465 468
451 467 479 509 466 275 141 125 141 275 466 509 479 467
482 547 546 504 272 185 155 155 185 272 504 546 547
MODEL V-2-1 (1/215)
7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
------ *------*------*------*------*------*------*------*------*------*------*------*-----* ----- *-----*-----*----------
436 428 434 435 445 445 363 350 334 350 363 445 445 435 434 428
445 445 449 469 448 289 186 209 209 186 289 448 469 449 445
447 458 476 442 255 130 77 124 77 13 255 442 476 458
471 519 470 256 129 105 180 180 105 129 256 470 519
MODEL H-1-1 (1/200)
L 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
+-----*-----*-----*-----*-----*-----*-----*-----*-----*-------*-----*--*----------------*------*------*------*
457 445 445 443 445 440 439 448 439 448 439 440 445 443 445 445
450 450 450 450 443 429 406 411 411 406 429 443 450 450 450
455 478 474 458 418 372 346 351 346 372 418 458 474 478
486 446 396 328 296 282 282 296 328 396 446 486
MODEL H-2-2 (1/155)
2 3 4 5 6
SPATIAL INCREMENTS ( 4,169 2)
NUMBER OF TERMS= 1
1 2 3 4 5 6
SCALE FACTOR=100.0
7 8 9 10 11 12
CONTRAST= 1.00
13 14 15 16 17 18 19
*---*---*---*---*----* ----- * ----- *-----*----*-----*-----*----*----*----*-----*-----*----*----*
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 -6 -12 -8 -2 -0 -0 -0 -0 -0
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 -11 -20 -16 -10
0 0 0 1 2 -O -14 -19 -12 -11
0 1 1 2 -1 -15 -18
1 2 2 -1 -16 -17
-4 -1 -0 -0 -0
-9 -4 -1 -0 -0
-7 -4 -7 -7 -4 -2 -0
-4 -0 -0 -4 -6 -4 -2
'OLE-DIPOL E 2 2 -1 -16 -17 2 2 0 -3 -5 -3
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -4 -9 -4 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 -9 -20 -20 -9 0
0 0 1 1 0 -12 -21 -20 -21 -12
0 1 2 -0 -14 -20 -13 -13 -20 -14
1 0 0 0
0 1 1 0
-0 2 1
)I POLE-DIPOLE 1 2 -0 -15 -19 -8 -5 -8 -19 -15 -0 2
rHE DATE IS MAY 11,1959.
CENTER AT 10*5091.50PROBLEM M-487 NESS DIMENSIONS (2*01098.00#1*00)
THE TIME IS 2119.8
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rather wide limits. In general the results are good, the beat
obtained for the deepest block with the least interactions
of induced sources, the H-2-2 model. The poorest are for the
V-1-1 model, which shows that the approximation is not good
when the vertical surfaces of the rectangular regions project
to the profile line at an electrode position. This failure is
associated with the relative importance of the interactions of
induced sources for the particular geometry. This is the reason
discussed in section 3.5 why blocks whose surfaces do not
project to an electrode position have been chosen for the
interpretation operators.
The last page of this set of results is the predicted for-
ward solution for a block corresponding to one of those used
in the operators of section 3.5. However, the length of the
block perpendicular to the profile plane was 4 units on either
side rather than 3. The results are hardly different and
certainly within the experimental accuracy of the 5-10% of
field operations. This points out the reason for using blocks
in the interpretation operators which extended 3 units on
each side. It is essentially a numerical demonstration of the
resolution limits of both the pole-dipole and dipole-dipole
apparent 'resistivity measurements.
4.2 Prediction of IP Effects from Nodel and 1st Approximation
Results
It has been possible to obtain a reasonable estimate of the
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apparent resistivity profile using the modified first
approximation. As mentioned being closely associated with the
resistivity prospecting nethod is the recently developed
method of induced polarization. The IP effect depends upon
the change in conductivity of earth material for a change in
the frequency of the source current. Thus it should be possible
to predict the induced polarization effects by calculating the
apparent resistivity profile for two different values of the
conductivities of the regions causing the polarization
phenomena. The normalized difference in apparent resistivity
AAI /f,41 will then be a measure of the polarization properties
of the subsurface region. It is not the intent of this thasii
to discuss the relative merits of the frequency or time methods
of prospecting and interpreting the IP effects.
As pointed out in section 1.8 the IP effect in the frequency
domain can be measured as a decrease in as the frequency Is
increased. However, the % change in PA from low to high fre-
quencies when normalized by the background value may be very
small and within the experimental error so that accurate
determinations of AfA are not possible. For example, with
a background resistivity of 100 and a measured PA of 5, a
25% decrease in eA from 5 to 4 would only correspond to a 1%
change when normalized by the background. This 1% is what any
model experiment would have to measure in order to determine
the IP effects. Thus the 50-10% errors of model experiments
-A,__ 1,M -0MONWN -
_ _ _
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may often be much too large to use for the accurate prediction
of PAI / 
.b 
oThis section will indicate how model results can be com-
bined with the approximate results to predict the magnitude of
the IP effects. The non-linear behavior of the final current
flow may be important because of strong interactions of induced
sources. In these cases the linear approximation prediction of
PA would be less accurate than the model results even con.
sidering the experimental error. The approach will be to use
the model results to indicate the low frequency apparent
resistivity profile and then to utilize the approximate results
for the same geometry to calculate the change in apparent
resistivity as the frequency and effectively the conductivity
of the regions is increased. It may be necessary to symmetrize
the miodel results when the geometry dictates that this should
be the case.
The assumption is made that the low frequency values have
been obtained for the P profile for a certain geometry and
conductivity contrast. It is shown in Appendix III that the
apparent resistivity is a homogeneous function of the degree
1 in the specific resistivities. This means that if all the
specific resistivities are multiplied by the scalar value
t then the apparent resistivities will be multiplied by t
also. That is, letting - represent the specific resistivity
of the ith region
PAt 4.2.1
- ________ 
-
-
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As a result of this homogeneity of the following
equation can be written for N + 1 regions, assuming
the background: N
i:0
This relates the specific resistivities to the apparent
resistivities by their effect on each measurement. This
equation is exact but relates the apparent resistivity to
the specific resistivities.
It is desired to obtain an exact relation between the
change in to the change in . This can be derived
as follows: take the total differential of 4.2.2 and obtain:
N
10
thus
A
Differentiating the exact expression 4.2.2 with respect to
and holding the remaining constant then
N t2
I b Aj 4.2.4
tAo
This implies however that:
-aF = 0 4.2.5
L=O
and thus interchanging the sumations in 4.2.3 and using
4.2.5 the exact relation desired is derived:
N
~A iZ4.2.6
This equation will be useful for all changes in the
as:
N
4.2.7
*0
In order to utilize this equation it is necessary to determine( t?) from the modified first approximation forward
problem solutions.
Instead of using the logarithym of the conductivity
contrast between the region and background for Ki, the
definition of Ki in Sq. 4.1.1 is assumed to be correct for
the induced source strength. Thus it is possible to write:
4.2.8
and using Eq. 4.1.1 this is equal to:
PA 4.2.9
-aKt
AML 411AMME, -AWRIONNNEIRE-
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Dow the values A13 introduced in Section 3.3 represented the
normalized effects on the jth apparent resistivity measurement
due to the ith region and thus can be interpreted as
O - 4.2.10
This will determine the values of Aij for 1: 1 to N but an
interpretation and evaluation of A mut be made.
Recalling that the linear approximation effectively
ignores the presence of other regions when computing the
effect for a particular region, consider the case of a
homogeneous region with no conductivity contrasts so that
N: 0. Then in this case from 4.2.2
* =% fe ~eAj= fib jPV s
but this must also be given by:
e t ..( Oat
and these two equations lead to:
.... - .. 4.2.11
fo\
Notice that this last result is valid only for the first
approximation in which the linearity of the solution in the
ARM.
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regions is correct.
Thus with a knowledge of the modified first approximation
factors Aj the change in can be computed from a
change in the as:
4.2.12
j:0
This result is valid only when the change in specific
resistivity is small as indicated in equation 4.2.7. Finally
the high frequency is determined from:
4.2.l3
where represents the model apparent resist
measurement.
It is very important to note that in 4.2.12 when
then the equation approaches:
N
z =0
ivity
?a >>(
and this indicates that even when the conductivity contrasts
between fo ) { for low frequency measurements are very
large, the high frequency measurements can still detect the
changes in the r- . This is true provided that the Aij
parameters are sufficiently large, which implies that the
region to be sampled for polarizability must be capable of
Al+ ?A
- 1o8 -
detection in a normal resistivity survey even if its contrast
or strength factor is not great. Eq. 4.2.14 explAins what has
always been one of the very powerful but previously inexplicable
properties of IP prospecting: regardless of the existing low
frequency conductivity contrasts, the high frequency measure-
mients always have been capable of detecting end resolving a
polarized subsurface region. This property has proven to be
one of the most fortunate attributes that has been essentially
built right into the IP prospecting mfthod.
4.3 Interpretation Results for Model Data
The initial attempt at interpretation of resistivity
profiles was made on model data for rectangular blocks, in-
cluding those models used in section 4.1 for comparison of the
forward problem solution. This section presents some of the
results of the interpretation operators using apparent
resistivity data from model experiments. The method of pre-
sentation of the results has been to graphically represent
the profile plane and the outlines of the rectangular blocks
and to insert within each block the numerical value of the
determined Ki value. In addition the actual data used in the
interpretation have been reproduced in the familiar two-
dimensional plot introduced in section 1.10.
The labels are for the most part self-explanatory, but
one important point is that the stations indicated on the
- 109 -
profile lines go from I to 10 for the data utilized. Thus if
the label states that the stations used were 7/16 then 7 in
the model corresponds to 1 in the plot and 8 to 2 etc., In
all the model experiments the blocks were centered about
station 12.5 so that data for stations 8/17 are symmetrical
as are the interpreted results while those sets of data for
stations 7/16 represent a shifting by one unit to the left of
the miodel data. The RMS ERROR represents the fractional root
mean square error of the apoarent resistivity fit: that is
I L4.3.1
RMS ERRMOR:
where is predicted and measured.
A plot of the factor Ki in Equation 4.1.1 is presented on
the following page as a function of ( W'q-) and (ift ).
K is positive for a conducting region relative to background
and negative for a resistive region. The following pages
present the results of the operators 6HLS16, 9ILS16 and 8VLS16.
The model results treated by these operators have all had
background values of 450 and the operators have had to de-
termine a background value from the 16 data points given. The
results for the most part are strikingly good for example the
91iLS16 result for the H-2-la (1/13) model on page 121 and the
8VLs16 result for the V-2-1A (1/3.8) model. As anticipated
the best results occur for blocks with small conductivity
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contrasts when the linear approximation neglecting inter-
actions is valid. The background values are close to 450 or
within 10, for the majority of them. A relatively large
number of model results has been included so that a fairly
complete evaluation of the interpretation operators can be
made for known geometries. As indicated the strength factor
which has been suggested is that of Eq. 4.1.1 and that there
are very few interpretations wnich yield strength factors
much greater than this. See pagel28 for an interpretation by
8VLS16 which demonstrates this. There are analytic solutions
such as the sphere In a plane field for which the Ki is
bounded by 3.0, In general it appears that the interpretation
of the Ki must be made on the basis of an equation showing
saturation.
Certain patterns of behavior of the operators is readily
evidenced from the results. If there is a deep region which
in reality extends over or into 3 or more of the lower blocks
such as H-1-1A, stations 8/17 for operators 91iL316 or 8VLS16
then the interior block's Ki is always depressed in value
while the exterior Ki which contain the actual boundary of
the block are increased. See pages 112,113 ,119,124 Vnd also
125 for examples of this bshavior. This property of the
interpretation scheme is evidenced in all those pertinent
examples and is probably representative of the final dis-
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tribution of sources after interaction nas taken place. The
riod"ified first approximation appears to be able to fit the
data best when it over-and under-compensates certatin blocks
auch as on page 116. The amount of such compensation depends
irectly upon the actual strength of the region. Since the
operators appear to always operate in this very predictable
maner, due account can be taken in utilizing their inter-
Pretations on field data.
The interpretation results for the Yj when considered from
the point of view of a bounded strength factor are extremely
ood In picking out the conducting regions even when the
model and operator blocks did not have correspondance of
boundaries. Pages 114 and 120 represent such cases. Moreover,
the use of vertical and horizontal operators on regions that
were the exact opposite in structure did not yield necessarily
poor results although the m:agnitude of the K in this case
greatly exceeded the assumxed bound of 2.0. Refer to pages 113
and 130 for examples of this type of interpretation result.
The RMS error does not appear to be as useful an indication
of appropriate fit and operator as does the insnecton of the
magnitude of the Ki. For those results which represented
shifting of the operator along the line so that results were
not sylmmetrical but the blocks corresponded better a signifi-
cant improvement in the interpretation was xade. Pages 115
and 121 illustrate this improvement of the interpretations.
.-ff
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Again the HAS error did not prove to ve a good figure of
merit to evaluate tae operator, Although the 4tU, error is not
a unique factor that will allow an evaluation of the validity
of the interpretation to be made, a certaia idea of the
magnitude of fitting error is obtained from these results
wh ich will be useful as a reference in th e interpretations on
actual field data,
4.4 Irterpretation Results for theoretical solutions to
vertioal laers
Additional comparisons of th e interpretation results
using tue 8VLs16 operator have been made on theoretical
solutions for vertical layers. The profile line was oriented
perrendicular to the vertical surfaces separating the hcmo-
goneous regions and a conducting Aiddle layer in a uniform
background 6=100 has been the target. The actual location
of the middle layer is well detected for thicknesses greater
than or equal to one unit of the electrode spacing interval.
See pageS 145 and 143 for such interprotations, When the
middle layer is thiner than one unit there Is a problem of
resolution that the blocks and measurements cannot hope to
correctly delineate, but the interpretation does pick out
the appropriate blocks, A very thin vertical layer is In-
terpreted properly en page 149 I 4 these cases the middle
layer extended from station 5.5 to the right 0.1, 0.2 or 0.4
units as the individual geometry specified, The remaining
cases all represent vertical layers with bounding surfaces at
points midway between stations. That is, the layer 4 units
thick on page 153 extended from stations 3.5 to 7.5.
As in section 4.3 the interpretation results are good,
although the magnitude of the Ki often exceeds the proposed
limit of 2.0. This is no doubt associated with the fact that
the theoretical results are for infinite regions rather
than finite regions and the first approximation forward
solutions for vertical layers are very poor because of the
particular geometry. It is nct to be expected that the vertical
operators for vertical regions will be as good as the horizontal
operators for horizontal regions. A comparison of thea inter-
pretation results for the model V-2.0 on page 134 and the
vertical layer two units thick on page 151 is remarkably
similar. This fact is an example of the limits of the
resolution power of the dipole-dipole array regarding regions
that extend outside the immediate volume of ths profile line.
Moreover the over-under compensation result for the deeper
blocks is again well evidenced ( see page 152 ) in all those
cases for which a conducting region actually extended over or
into 3 or more blocks.
The following p&ges present the results for & few of the
vertical layers which were tested by the 8VLS16 operator and
essentially display the range of results obtained, Included is
a set of results for the same geometry ( 1 unit tbck middle
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layer ) with different conductivity contrasts. The operator
has modified the interpreted K, values in a consistent manner
as the conductivity contrast increases although the magnitude
of the K are greater than 2.0. It appeavs that the vertical
ope.rator is capable of resolving the geometry of the subsurface
with approximately the same success as the horizontal operator
but that the K, values are less susceptible to interpretation
by Eq. 4.1.1. There is however a strong indication that the
results should still be interpretated on the basis of a
bounded source strength so that the relative significance of
tre Ki is net linearly dependent upon their values.
In concluding this section it is useful to point out that
there are certain properties which the operators possess which
require a familiarity with their results for known geoetrie%
This is necessary in order that results obtained for field
data be properly interpreted with regards the tendency of the
linear approximation to compensate for the non-linear data
with which it must work by modifying adjacent blocks' Ki
va-lues zo as to best fit the data. Also there is a possibilili
that the apnarent resistivity values which are predicted from
the final interpretation K and may be negative. This
implies an over-shoot in the fiost .pproximation which Is a
result of the compensation necessary to best fit the data by
the linear theory. A negative apparent resistivity implies
that there would also be a certain configuration of source
- 154 -
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and receiver which would lead to a zero value of .his
property of the linear theory isrypresentative of the
importancO of non-linear interactions of in4uced sources whiah
determine the final current flow.
4.5 Interpretation of Field Data with W. 1r ata operatore
The success of the interpretation scheme developed on
the basis of finite sized homogeneous regions in the subsurfaoe
and tested on both model and theoretieal solutions has lead to
application on actual field data. The evaluation of the results
of such an interpretation depend critically upon the amount of
geblogieal control which is available and also the experience
of the personnel doing the empirical interpretation in similar
geiblogical areas. This section presents the results of a
resistivity survey in one area using the 6HL816 and 9HL816
operators. The plan view on the following page indicates the
relative location of the profile lines and stations so that
correlation of the operator results can be made. There are
essentially two smaller areas within the large area of
interest and these have been prospected somewhat differently.
Field Data 1 represents the area which was surveyed with the
aid of a systematic grid of lines and stations while Field
Data 3 refers to the area with no grid but simply three
related lines. These were profiled in the sequence A thou B
and C as it became evident as the results were obtained that
larger spacing intervals would be required to detect the deep
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anomalous region. For the grid lines ( 8, 72, 56, 40, 214 and
-8 ) and line A the spacing intervals were the same while for
B and C the interval was doubled.
Both onerators were applied to the entire set of
resistivity data in order to test their relative merits. All
of the lines but -8 were longer than tLe length of the basic
operators and thus required a shiftin. along the lines to
cover them completely. The 6HL316 and 9HLS16 interpretation
results are very satisfactory and are in close agreement with
each other and the known geological information available.
The anomalous regicn is somewhat oval snaped and in general is
approximately one unit deep or more but rises to the surface
in the vicinity of lines 24, 8 and -8.
The complete set of results for the 9HL316 operator are
presented and a summary of the shifting of the operator along
each line has also been prepared. Those blocks which overlap
are seen to correlate fairly well with each other and the
shifting of the operator reproduces consistently the
resistivity structure of the subsurface. An example of this
for 9HLS16 is seen on page 175 . A summary of the results for
the 6RLS16 operator over the same lines has also been prepared
and a comparison with those of the 9HLS16 results are in
complete accord. Compare pages 175 and178 . The manner of
presenting the suximary results has been to use separate
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horizdntal lines within the blocks for the results along
different segments of eacn line.
The overall results of the interpretation operators are
excellant and certain additional details of the resistivity
structure are obtained which were not capable of resolution
by empirical interpretation by skilled personnel. The sharp
cut-off in the anomaly to the right on line 40 summutarized
on page 175 was not predicted in the original interpretation.
Tnere appears to be no doubt that the interpretaticns by either
operator are consistent wit. the Tiown geology and that the
interpretation operators have yielded valid results, It should
be noted that in general the area is a rather straight forward
problem for a skilled interpretor and that the evaluation of
the operator results has been made partiall.y on the basis of
tnis eipirical interpretation.
.6 Interpretation of Field Data with Vertical eraior
The great success of any interpretaticon scheme is not
to simply yield correct results for those areas in which the
skilled interpretor is sufficiently good but to be able to
properly interpret those areas in wnien ne would fail. For-
tunately field results were readily available for such an area
which had geological control. It was known that the regional
structure consisted of a number of parallel layers dipning
almost vertically so that it indicated a vertical operator
should be employed, Attempts to empirically interY-pret the fielld
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data were rather indefinite and an interpretation with the
8VL316 operator was made.
The following page presents the plan view of the profile
lines and stations employed in the set of data referred to as
Field Data 4. Only two lines were available for study in this
immediate area but they were sufficiently long so that a tota
of 7 applications of the operator could be made. A suwuary of
the results of both lines is also presented on pages 200- laid
the results are extremely good. As seen on both lines there
are two thin highly conducting zones dipping to the Northwest
at approximately U50 The first intersects the surface around
station 1S while the second intersects the surface around 45.
The correlation of the results along each line and the
consistency from one line to the other clearly shows the exact
location and orientation of the two regions.
The geological information available states that a sone
approximately 1 unit thick dips to the Northwest at 35* and
interseets the lines at station 1. In addition there is
possibly a second zone parallel to this first one but to the
Bast. Certainly the agreement between the geology and predicted
resistivity structure is very good. It is seen that there may
well be an indication of a third or fourth zone intersecting
the lines at stations 69 and fE but there is insufficient data
to definitely interpret the eastern extremity of the lines.
tm.
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40 9E
4W 0 10E
Figure 4 Plan View of Profile Lines for
Field Data Number 4
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There is little doubt that the interpretation operator has
proven to be very helpful in interpreting a rather complicated
structurd.
4,7 Final Cornlusions Regardin tResistivity Interpretation
The success of the interpretation operators developed
in this research has been tested for a wide variety of sub-
surface structures. In all cases the results have been con-
sistent with the information available regarding the actual
resistivity structure. The linear approximation requires that
some *over-shooting' of the apparent resistivities predicted
occur to best fit the data by least squares analysis.
This is due to the non-linear interactions of the induced
sources which the real data represents and which the approxi-
mation must f it as best it can. It has been observed that if
the real structure at depth extends horizontally into 3 or
more blocks then a depression of the KI values for the deep
interior blocks occurs while the Ki a of the dep exterior
blocks are increased. This is a predictable behavior which
can be partially eliminated by the use of either a shorter
operator and/Arra, shifting of the operator being used. The
idea of a shorter operator would be to use the 6HLS16 rather
than the 91LS16 for the same data.
The ability to properly interpret complicated apparent
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resistivity profiles is of great help in the possible
applications of theresistivity prospecting method for it
allows not only a detection but also a resolution of the
structure to be made. The remilts presnented have all been
obtained for the complete interpretation operator which
determines the background , in addition to the Ki. Work
has aldo been done on applying the limited operators which
necessitate that the background be estimated by the individual
responsible for the final interpretation. The operators
AI& A3 for 6HLSl6, 91L16, 9HLS20, 8VL16 and 8VLS20
are presented in Appendix II. Their results are in good
agreemewnt with the ones herein presented and the final con-
clusion reached regarding this method of interpretation is
that it is a valid quantitative approach to the direct inter-
pretation problem. The results obtained still require the
evaluation by adequately trained personnel but much greater
detail is possible in delineating the subsurface structure.
There is no question that this procedure is an approximate
one but the results are sufficiently good so that practical
apalications can be made. The results have been obtained only
for the dipole-dipole array but the concept can be applied to
any other electrode array. Because of the success of this
interpretation procedure it is anticipated that resistivity
methods will be of much greater help in geophysical prospecting
in the future. This is basically a direct method of interpre-
I I ~
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tation after the operator has onee been chosen. The choice of
operator should be based on the available geological control
about the general structural relations in the area. However,
the use of an operator that -4oas not correspond to the general
trends of the subsurface will not lead to erroneous conclusionso
It will however be readily apparent from the magnitudes of the
X that a different operator should possebly be employed.
Because of the speed and economy with Nhich an electronic
computer san process field data there is no reason why a
number of different operators cannot be used for the same
data. This will lead to a set of interpretation which can be
compared with each other and the best subsurface representation
determined. The RMS Error does not appear to be as good a
figure of morit to judge the applicability of an operator as
the overall range of the Ki, It is suggested that the X
determined be interpreted on t#* basis of a bounded source
strength such as 4.1.1 and that more than one operator be
employed in areas of little geolpgical control. Finally it
must be realised that the results obtained refer to the sub-
surfaae resistivity structure and this may depart from the
conventional geological structure. In all interpretations
obtained with these operators due account must be made of the
geological information awailable as an independent check on
the tentative structures inferred.
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4.8 Applicability of Interpretation for iP Data
An attempt has been made to extend the linear
approximation approach of resistivity interpretation to de-
termining the subsurface polarizable regions from induced
polarization measurements. The results however have Iot been
successful and it is concluded that the inter'retation of in.
duced Polarization aurveys may not be made bj any direct
metqod of interpretation based on linear approximation theory.
As already pointed out although may change by 25% at a
given station configuration this may only represent a 1%
ciange waen referred to the background PO . Thus any
metiod wiich; uses effectively the high frequency profile
to determine the corresponding K or AKi would only ill-
ustrate the seability of the operator to slight changes in
the from the low frequency value.
It is necessary to develop a method which works directly
with the change in % and relates this to tle Of for each
of the subsurface regions. Eq. 4.2.12 is one form of such an
equation but as might be expected it requires the knowledge
of the individual g Since the strength factor in 4.1.1
used to form 4.2.12 is bounded by 2.0 there is no way of
properly interpreting the fg from those KiC greater than 2.0
and some manner of scaling them must be intrcduced so that
an actual ffinite may be abstracted from each Ki determined
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Then a loeast squares fitting of the knowing the Aij and
would yield the . owever, this entire procedure
has required the Introduction of a non-linear strength factor
which is bounded and slws saturation. At present the linear
interpretation procedure door nnt adequately treat this non-
linear strength factor and this difficulty must be properiy
resolved beforce any advance or the IP lnterpretatinr by
direct methods can be rade.
4.9 Suggestions for further work and 3ummary of assumptions
The interpretation system developed has been based upon
the concept of a subsurface region ccnsisting of a number of
finite sized homogeneous volumes. The geometry and relative
location of these regions has been fixed prior to the inter-
pretation by least squares fitting of the modified first
approximation forward solutions. The compositing of the
volumes by linear euperposition has beon possible because the
approximation used is linear in the effect of each volume on
the measured data. A transformation of the variable to be
fitted from potential to apparent resistivity has eliminated
the need to integrate field data and any errors introduced by
such operations.
The modified first approximation has preserved the very
essential property of symrietry which mist be present in the
measurements and utilization of symmetric sets of data points
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and subsurface regions has maintained this symmetry. It is
very important that this property be consistently contained
within the interpretation procedure so that correct inter-
pretations of subsurface geometrical relations can be made.
There is good reason to interpret the resistivity measurements
and interpreted Ki on the basis of the bounded strength
factor and especially on such as 4.1.1, However, if such a
factor is used then due account must be made of the error
introduced at adjacent surfaces of the homogeneous regions if
simple linear compositing of the regions is done. Finally the
induced polarization direct interpretation must await the
development of the satisfactory treatment of the strength
factors so that the Pg may be properly determined for each
region in order that Equations 4.2.7 and 4.2.8 be utilized.
Certainly additional work must be done on applying this
method of resistivity interpretation to more field data and
preferable some with greater geological control. The author
feels that the method is sufficiently well developed to apply
practically to resistivity interpretation and that a good
place to begin would be the already available field data.
There is nothing unique about the array nor data point dis-
tribution that has been utilized but it has been consistent
with past field operational procedures. The array, block con-
figuration, data points and their number can be varied to
specifically satisfy a particular geometry. The resolution
-Y -~
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limits must always be kept in mind and too much detailed
information must not be the goal of the interpretation.
The saturation phenomenon for induced sources which is
evidenced in the bounded strength factor for the regions can
only adequately be treated in the interpretation operators by
the solution of a non-linear set of equations. The procedure
would be to calculate the effect of each surface bounding the
homogeneous subsurface regions rather than the effect of the
region. Then by fitting the data to these effects it would be
possible to include the correct strength factor between adjacent
surfaces of neighboring regions. That Is, if simple linear
superposition of the regions' effects are made then an error
in the equivalent induced source at such an interface arises.
Let T, represent the conductivity of region 1 and q, that
of the neighboring region. The strength factor to utilize if
assuming 4.1.1 to be correct would be:
~ 4 ~§~\4.9.1
However linear superposition places the sum of the two sources
computed when each region is considered independently:
t*
A K = ------------ 4.9.2
Thus the error is equal to the difference between 4.9.1 and
4.9.2 and is given by:
-- a
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It is seen that this error is zero only when It 4ra
or either T, or Wt is equal to the background.
In this treatment of the saturation phenomenon the
variables become trio actual conductivities once an assumption
regarding the correct form of Ki has been made. The set of
equations relating the apparent resistivity effects to the
A will not be linear in these variables and it may prove to
be a difficult task to solve such a set of equations. Possibly
an iterative procedure which utilized the linear solution for
the K considering the regions as a unit would lead to a
method of solving the set of equations. Starting from this
initial solution for the modifications would be made so
that a better fit of the data would result. The effects of
each surface would be used as the influence parameters
taking into account the strength factor, Eq. 4.9.1, for
adjacent regions. As yet this approach has not been tried.
Some effort has been made on investigating numerically the
convergence of the Stevenson series expansion solution for
the forward problem. A complete developmient is not available
but preliminary results indicate that the convergence of the
solution may be rEther slow. The higher order terms in the
expansion Eq. 2.3.3 were calculated from the interactions of
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the induced proimary sources on the conducting region. The
amount of computation necessary to effect such a solution is
an order of magnitude greater than that required for the
initial linear solution. The results have been evaluated on
the basis of whether or not symmetry of the solution is
improved by including the higher order terms. Symmetry does
not appear to be improved for the one geometry considered to
second order, but this question has not been completely
resolved. The question of convergence of the forward solution
of Stevenson has not been capable of analytical treatment and
any numerical work along this line will prove very helpful in
justifying the method implied. It appears on the basis of
intuitive arguments that the convergence of the series must
occur and how rapidly this convergence takes place and when
does symmetry appear may be treated in this numerical approach.
Appendix I Numerical Evaluation of Forward Problem
The numerical solution of Eq. 4.1.2 is obtained by an
approximate integration over the surface of the homogeneous
subsurface region. The surface is oonsidered to be sib-
divided into a large number of small areas and the induced
surface source due to the primary point source calculated.
An equivalent point source is then placed at the center of
the area and the secondary potential resulting from these
induced point sources determined. The surface integral is
thus replaced by a double summation which is developed in
the following paragraphs.
Reference to the general diagram of rectangular blocks
on page 75 will be made, Cartesian coordinates are chosen
with the x axis coinciding with the profile line, the y
axis horizontal and symmetrical about the.profile plane and
the positive z axis directed vertically down-wards with
z- 0 the surface of the half-space. The center of the body
is assumed to be at depth H below the surface of the half-
space and at x: D , y: 0. Also for simplicity in the form-
ulation let the half-lengths of the body be defined as:
a: A/2 , b:B/2 and ca 0/2. Thus the surface integral has to
be comnuted over the 6 surfaces x= Dta, ytb and zu lic and
it proves economical in both the expressions and actual
computation of the surface integral to consider these sur-
faces two at a time in the sequence 1,2, -.6.
r -ONO
-w
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Let I represent the source position and C( the point at
which the potential is measured, both points on the profile
line so that the coordinates yzstO. Now the surface is con-
sidered to be subdivided into a number of small rectangular
surface areas with L,M and N representing respectively the
number in the x,y and z directions. Thus x: A/L, y= B/M
and za 0/N * K represents the magnitude of 771 , or
any other expression assumed to be correct for the strength
of the induced sources.
Normalise the primary potential O so that 1i Z 1/R
where R represents the distance from the source point to the
point (x,yz). Finally 1,m and n will represent the positions
of the small areas in a sequential numbering in the xy,z
directions. Thug the secondary potential due to surfaces 1
aid 2 en x= Da is given by the double summation:
Ktla + D - L) y &z
( a + D -1)2+ (maAy-}6y)2 +(H ~~ - mz)2]32
n=2
(m y )2 + (H-cnh-ias) t1n ) 1
The secondary potential due to surfaces 3 and 4 are given by:
4K(b) & x &x
(-atD+&x-&x-1)2 + b2 + (Ii s-hct ]W:,)2]
(Otta-D-lhxt4&x)2 I b2 t (H-c*ntz-jAz)2'I/g
01
.2
-Wf
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and those of surfaces 5 and 6 by:
tK(H: 0 ) & Y hx
[(-&+D+1x- Ax-1)2+ (mAA7.y) 2 + (Htc)213/*
'.3
The not effect is the su* of these 6 sunvmations and represents
the normalized secondary potential due to the subsurface
rectangular block.
The errors involved in approximating the surface integral
by the discrete sumation cannontbe determined accurately,
Exaot solutions cannot be found analytically for the error
terms. They are nroportional to the product of second
derivatives of the functional being integrated and thae
spacing intervals chosen as:
424
where h and k represent the spacing intervals and m and n the
number of the intervals respectively in the xl and X2 directions.
Numerical computation of the secondary potentials for a range
of L,?I and N however led to certain conclusions regarding the
relative size of the intervals which would lead to the proper
answer, As the spacing decreased to half the electrode in-
terval spacing the results asymptotically approached a con-
stant value. Although the dimensions of the small areas have
been half the electrode intervals it is necessary to refine
the spacing when blocks are near the surface.
The computer program utilized carried approximately 8
digit accuracy in floating point form. The effects of the
individual contributions range only over a few orders of
magnitude so that roundoff errors are not important and the
results are accurate within the truncation error of the dis-
crete sunmation. As previously indicated this possibility has
been numerically investigated and results indicate that this
error will be lesu than , as long as the spatial dimensions
of the small arzas are on the on the order of half the
electrode intervals.
The computation of the higher order terms in the series
expansion of Stevenson are calculated by considering each
induced point source as a 'primary source'. The effects of
these 'primary sourcos' are to modify the existing induced
sources. This interaction can be continued to as high an
order desired,
The b for any electrode array using point sources ir then
readily calculated by appropriately combining the priary plus
secondary potentials. Multiplication by the necessary geo-
metrical factor leads to the fA for the subsurface region
under consideration.
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Appendix II Numerical Evaluation of the Inverse Problem
The numerical solution to the interpretation problem in
resistivity prospecting which utilizes the concept of finite
sized homogeneous subregions is most easily effected with
the use of matrix notation and manipulations. The following
pages present the results of machine calculation of the
matrix operator for the interpretation operators 6HLS16,
9HLS16, 9HLS20, 8VL316 and 8VLS20. The operator matrix is
given by: (L AJ Af) [A 110
The convention to be followed in determining the final
results.of the Ki from the Bj has already been defined in
the block and data point definitions on pages 83-87. The
necessary explanatory material for the use of these matrices
is presented in the text. In order tc present the result in
a convenient form, the matrices have been compressed in the
horizontal direction so that data points 1-8 then 9416 for
block 2, etc. for the 16 data point operators. The 20 data
point onerators have been compressed as 1-7, 8-14, and 15-20.
OPERATOR MATRIX
-7.681E-02 -1604E 00
6.309E-01 -5,358E-01
9.206E-02
-5.325E-01
-4.412E-02
1.432E-01
7.211E-03
2.813E-02
-4,268E-03
-1.333E 00
1.656E-02
4.401E-01
4.333E-02
1#274E 00
-4.865E-02
-1,604E 00
4. 72 6E-02
2.344E-01
9#533E-01
-1.390E 00
2 s177E-02
8.129E-01
-1*385E 00
2.344E-01
-1.645E 00
-1.604E 00
5.356E-01
1,274E 00
4.580E-03
-5*358E-01
1,652E 00
8, 129E-01
-1,187E-01
-1.390E 00
-3.491E-02
2.813E-02
-1.117E 00
1,432E-01
-1.117E 00
-5.325E-01
-3.491E-02
6#309E-01
7.560E-01
4,401E-01
7.560E-01
-1.333E 00
4,580E-03
-3.749E-02
-5,356E-01
-2.574E-02
-1.645E 00
1.870E-01
-1.385E 00
-1.117E 00
-1.187E-01
2.694E-01
1.652E 00
1*412E-01
4.726E-02
1.273E 00
-4.865E-02
-1039E-01
4.333E-02
-5.582E-02
-1.604E 00
1.962E-02
2, 177E-02
-2.179E 00
9.533E-01
6. 160E-01
7.211E-03
-8o141E-02
-4.412E-02
9.133E-01
9.206E-02
9*133E-01
-7.681E-02
-8,141E-02
1,656E-02
-1.420E 00
-4.268E-03
-1.420E 00
-1.117E 00
1*962E-02
1.870E-01
-5*582E-02
-20574E-02
-1.039E-01
-3.749E-02
1.273E 00
1.412E-01
6*160E-01
2.694E-01
-2.179E 00
OPERATOR MATRIX
-2.301E 00
-1.203E 00
6.819E-01
1.015E 00
1.631E-01
-8.181E-01
7.688E-02
2.164E-01
-1.168E-01
2.828E-02
2.431E-03
-3.330E-02
8.021E-01
-9.281E-01
-6.291E-01
2.806E-402
2.733E-01
-1.730E-02
-1.398E 00
2s429E-01
-1.061E 00
-9.413E-01
1.093E-01
1.245E 00
-1,173E-01
-1073E 00
3,349E-02
3.438E-01
7, 086E-03
-4. 041E-01
8#476E-01
2.641E-01
4#545E-01
-1,741E 00
-1#425E-01
i.480E 00
5.773E-01
-4.041E-01
-1734E 00
3.438E-01
-1.786E 00
-1.073E 00
3.962E-01
1,245E 00
2.152E-01
-9.413E-01
2, 124E-02
2.429E-01
1#173E 00
1.480E 00
1.380E 00
-1.741E 00
-7#912E-01
2.641E-01
-1.446E-02
-3.330F-02
1. 136E-02
2.828E-02
-1.113E 00
2.164E-01
-1.113E 00
-8 .181E-01
1. 136E-02
1.015E 00
-1.446E-02
-1'.203E 00
4.824E-01
-1.730E-02
7.204E-01
2.806E-02
4.824E-01
-9.281E-01
2.124E-02
2*238E-01
2. 152E-01
-4.724E-02
3.962E-01
-50012E-01
-1786E 00
2.313E-01
-1.734E 00
-8.377E-01
5.773E-01
1.087E 00
-7.912E-01
-6.662E-01
1.380E 00
1.897E 00
1.173E 00
-2.336E 00
7.086E-03
8.856E-01
3.349E-02
1.164E 00
-1.173E-01
-2.978E-01
1.093E-01
5.627E-02
-l.061E 00
1.582E-01
-1,398E 00
-1.189E-01
-1.425E-01
-2.533E 00
4.545E-01
-1.885E-01
8.476E-01
1.052E-01
2.431E-03
1.441E-01
-1.168E-01
-3.663E-01
7.688E-02
1.023E 00
1.631E-01
1.023E 00
6.819E-01
-3.663E-01
-2.301E 00
1#441E-01
2.733E-01
-1.554E-01
-6.291E-01
-2#194E 00
8.021E-01
-14554E-01
1.087E 00
-1.189E-01
-8.377E-01
1.582E-01
2.313E-01
5.627E-02
-5.012E-01
-2.978E-01
-4.724E-02
1.164E 00
2.238E-01
8.856E-01
-2.336E 00
1.052E-01
1.897E 00
-1*885E-01
-6.662E-01
-2.533E 00
OPERATOR MATRIX
-2.035E 00
1.055E 00
-7*750E-01
4304E-01
-7.821E-01
6.474E-01
-5.418E-02
9.619E-02
5.828E-01
1.804E-01
-1,763E-01
-1.637E-01
-1.229E-01
2.432E-01
7.403E-02
3.223E-02
1.506E-01
-9.158E402
1.031E 00
-2*125E 00
-4.445E-01
-3.451E-01
1.405E 00
-9.737E-01
8.392E-02
-9.779E-01
4.455E-01
-1.299E.00
-9,133E-01
2.850E-01
-9.866E-01
7,670E-01
-6.863E-01
2o535E-01
-1059E 00
7.670E-01
-9s843E-02
2.031E-01
7.670E-01
9.373E-02
-6.771E-02
-6.863E-01
-4.870E-02
4.672E-02
2.850E-01
8.142E-01
-8.665E-01
-1.*889E-01
6, 680E-02
6.240E-01
-9.821E-01
-4,201E-02
-1.703E-01
-1.889E-01
3.916E-01
3#097E-01
-9, 158E-02
-1#094E 00
-1.384E 00
7.403E-02
-8&741E-01
7.017E-01
-1e637E-01
-2.183E-01
-8,227E-01
5.828E-01
2.517E-03
3.368E-01
6s474E-01
-4.733E-02
-3.657E-01
-7.750E-01
2,195E-01
8, 123E-01
4.455E-01
6.561E-01
-1.003E 00
-9.737E-01
1.730E-01
1.027E 00
-4.445E-01
-3.809E-02
-3.657E-01
-1.874E-02
5.998E-02
3, 368E-01
8.312E-02
-1*093E 00
-8.227E-01
1,638E-01
-1,093E 00.
7,017E-01
-7,769E-01
5.998E-02
-1.384E 00
7.874E-01
-3,809E-02
3.097E-01
9#710E-01
4.577E-01
1.027E 00
-2,241E-01
6.138E-01
-1.003E 00
6,254E401
4.577E-01
8, 123E-01
-2m134E 00
-4.733E-02
4.672E-02
5.896E-01
2.517E-03
-6.771E-02
3.317E-01
-2.183E-01
2.031E-01
6.715E-01
-8,741E-01
-1.059E 00
-2,342E-01
-1.094E 00
7.670E-01
-2#060E-02
3.916E 01
-9.133E-01
-1.034E-01
1#730E-01
-1.703E-01
-6.704E-01
6*561E-01
6.240E-01
*-9.829E-01
2.195E-01
-8.'665E-01
6*033E-01
-4.870E-02
1.506E-01
-1.034E-01
9.373E-02
2.432E-01
-2,060E-02
-9.843E-02
-1.763E-01
-2,342E-01
2.535E-01
9.619E-02
6.715E-01
-9.866E-01
-7,821E-01
3#317E-01
-1.299E 00
1.055E 00
5.896E-01
-4,201E-02
-9.779E-01
6.033E-01
6.680E-02
1.405E 00
-9.829E-01
8. 142E-01
-2.125E 00
-6.704E-01
3 .223E-02
9.710E-01
-1.229E-01
7.874E-01
1.804E-01
-7.769E-01
-5#418E-02
1*638E-01
4.304E-01
8.312E-02
-2.035E 00
-1.874E-02
8,392E-02
-2.134E 00
-3.451E-01
6.254E-01
1.031E 00
-2.241E-01
OPERATOR MATRIX
-3,125E-01
1.202E 00
3,517E-01
-1.305E 00
-2.725E-01
2.785E-01
2.091E-01
-8.290E-02
9.532E-01
-4.258E 00
-1.64E 00
2.650E 00
1.208E 00
-4.006E-01
-7.421E-01
2.516E-01
-2,061E 00
-1664E 00
6.897E-01
2,289E 00
-6,505E-01
-1.874E 00
5.673E-01
4*926E-01
2.755E 00
3,837E 00
-2.308E 00
-6,824E 00
3.180E 00
2.158E 00
-2,072E 00
7.147E-01
-2.039E 00
4.926E-01
-8*177E-01
-1.874E 00
-2.918E-01
2.289E 00
7.767E-01
-1.664E 00
4.114E 00
7.147E-01
-2.723E 00
2.158E 00
4.393E 00
-6*824E 00
-3.280E 00
- 3.837E 00
3.665E-02
-8.290E-02
-1,057E 00
2.785E-01
-1.057E 00
-1.305E 00
3.665E-02
1.202E 00
5.134E-01
2.516Ec-01
6.045E-01
-4.006E-01
6.045E1-01
2.650E 00
5. 134E-01
-4.258E 00
7.767E-01
-1.505E 00
-2.918E-01
1.681E 00
-8.177E-01
-2.212E 00
-2.039E 00
1.151E 00
-3.280E 00
5.224E 00
4.393E 00
-8.647E 00
-2.723E 00
1.285E 01
4.114E 00
-9.528E 00
5.673E-01
7.937E-01
-6.505E-01
3. 105E-01
6.897E-01
-8, 152E-01
-2.061E 00
7.877E-01
-2.072E 00
-5.992E-01
3.180E 00
-4.299E 00
-2.308E 00
4.499E 00
2.755E 00
-2.602E 00
2*091E-01
-1.319E-01
-2.725E-01
86571E-01
3.517E-01
8 .571E-01
-3.125E-01
-1319E-01
-7.421E-01
-1o126E 00
1#208E 00
-1.248E 00
-1.364E 00
-1#248E 00
9.532E-01
-1.126E 00
1.151E 00
7.877E-01
-2#212E 00
-8.152E-01
1.681E 00
3.105E-01
-1505E 00
7#937E-01
-9.528E 00
-2s602E 00
1.285E 01
4*499E 00
-8.647E 00
-4.299E 00
5.224E 00
-5.992E-01
J'
PERATOR MATRIX
-1.844E-01 -
-1.803E-02
7.226E-01
2.712E-01
-ls258E 00-
-1.884E-01
-1.965E-01 -
1.095E 00
4.413E-01
7.997E-02
-1.449E-01
-3.071E-01 -
4.496E-01
-4.214E 00 -
-2.332E 00 -
-7.231E-401 -
5.707E 00
1.951E 00 -
5.893E-01
-3.382E 00
-3.373E 00 -6
-2#511E-01 5
7.005E-01 -7
2.179E 00 -1
1495E 00
9.192E-01
2o790E-01
4.814E-01
1.150E 00
6s264E-01
2*441E-01
1 .134E-01
6.264E-01
1.233E-01
1.605E-01
2.790E-01
1.004E 00
3.186E 00
l.554E 00
3.522E-01
L1383E 00
6.097E-02
2.067E-01
9*315E-01
. 097E-02
@765E-02
s 574E-01
.554E 00
-7.955E-01
-1.986E 00
-3.071E-01
-1#420E 00
2.163E 00
4.413E-01
5.381E-01
-2.229E 00
-1.884E-01
-3.327E-01
5.464E-01
7.226E-01
-2.033E-01
4.099E 00
2.179E 00
2.447E 00
-6,530E 00
-3,373E 00
-1943E 00
4.324E 00
1.951E 00
1.487E 00
-5.337E-01
-2.332E 00
5. 148E-02
5.464E-01
5.416E-01
-1.027E 00
-2.229E 00
-8.5l1E-01
-1.027E 00
2.163E 00
8.669E-02
5.148E-02
-1.986E 00
8.567E-01
5.799E-01
-5.337E-01
-2.244E 00
4.5 17E-0 1
4.324E 00
4.426E 00
4,517E-01
-6.530E 00
-2.881E 00
5.799E-01
4.099E 00
-1.396E 00
-3.327E-01
1.605E-01
6.225E-01
5.381E-01
1.134E-01
-1.035E-01
-1#420E 00
-14150E 00
6. 136E-01
-7.955E-01
9.192E-01
-5.604E-01
1.487E 00
-7.574E-01
-1.207E 00
-1.943E 00
9.315E-01
1.490E 00
2.447E 00
l.383E 00
-3.992E 00
-2.033E-01
-3.186E 00
2.798E 00
1.233E-01
-1.449E-01
-5.604E-01
-2.441E-01
1.095E 00
6. 136E-01
4.814E-01
-1.258E 00
-1.035E-01
-1.495E 00
-1.803E-02
6.225E-01
5.765E-02
7.005E-01
2.798E 00.
2.067E-01
-3.382E 00
-3.992E 00
-3.522E-01
5.707E 00
1.490E 00
1.004E 00
-4.214E 00
-1.207E 00
7.997E-02
8.567E-01
-1.965E-01
8.669E-02
2.712E-01
-8.511E-01
-1*844E-01
5.416E-01
-2.511E-01
-1.396E 00
5.893E-01
-2.881E 00
-7o231E-01
4.426E 00
4.496E-01
-2#244E 00
I
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Appendix III Homogeneity of Apparent Resistivity in the
specific rsistivities
The fact that the apparent resistivity is a homogeneous
function of degree one in the specific resistivities was first
brought to the attention of the author in an oral presentation
(1958) of Dr. Harold seigel. A modified proof of that given by
him is presented in the following.
The apparent resistivity measurement is defined as:
A.
where P is a geometrical factor depending only upon the
electrode array employed and I is the ourrent inserted into
the ground with V the voltage measured. The voltage can be
written as the line integral of the electric field between
the two points of measurement:
V fm~mb~11102
Now equation 4.1.2 governs the flow of current within the
region and is reproduced here ass
~r~+ E 0717=
A scalar multiplication of the R field by t and a corresponding
division of the conductivity by t retains the same form of this
as: +
III.3
Thus the current flow lines will be exactly the same
but the effective conductivity will be T and the effective
electric field t . Rence any multiplication of the
specific resistivities will be accompanied by a multiplication
of the electric field by the same value. Finally, considering
the case of apparent resistivity for a given resistivity dis-
tribution and that for a resistivity t times as great leads tin
111.4
t E 11105
Combining equations 111.4 and II1.5 the final result is
symbollically represented as:
AV ='k ALI.) 111*6
Appendix IV* Remarks concerning the use of computers
Throughout this entire thesis the use of a high-speed
digital electronic computer, the IBM 704, has been made. It
is only recently that such machines have been produced for
general use by industrial organizations. The speed of these
machines is phenomenal and the costs have rapidly spiralled
downwards. This thesis investigation would not have been
possible without the use of these machines, not because they
are capable of onerations that humans with desk calculators
cannot perform but because of their speed and accuracy in
performing the immunense number of very routine computations
necessary.
It is to be noted that the machines of today serve in
a great variety of ways. Primarily they are computational
devices but certain operations allow them to be instructed to
translate from one language to another. Thus a sequence of
cormands can be written in a rather symbolic form and the
machines used to translate them into the vary basic instruc-
tions which any machine must eventually use. In addition to
this added phase of application the manner of presenting the
results may also be automated, Some machines have cathode ray
tubes as a part of the output equipment and graphical or
numerical data and results may be displayed and photographed.
In this particular thesis the actual printing of the
results has been controlled by a special format which requires
no further drafting or tabulation to use as a final form for
presentation. The output devices and translation ability form
extremely flexible and useful additions to the basic hard-
ware of the computers.
For specific examples of the tiie and costs involved in
the use of the 704 on certain phases of this thesis the
following tabulation is made:
Phase Time to Compute Cost (@ $360/ hr.)
Forward Problem 2.5 minutes $15. 00
Complete Interpretation 0.2 a1.20
Limited Interpretation 0.2 "$1,00
These costs are extremely low and represent somewhat conser-
vative estimates of the actual time required.
There has been a tremendous growth of the computer in-
dustry and also the applications of them to a wide variety of
problems. For problems of interpretation and also forward
problems in Geophysics the computers will allow treatments
and approaches to be tried that heretofore have been pro-
hibitive because of the man-hours required. There is no doubt
that the areas of possible application is geophysics are as
great, if not greater, than in any other discipline. A word
of warning for forward problem solutions: an extremely large
collection of exact solutions will not be of assistance in
interpretation but only a hinderance in their use simply
because of the quantity. The fact that machines can solve
problems is not sufficient justification for obtaining a
large set of such results.
In conclusion it should be noted that throughout the
country many organizations unable to finance such computers
are readily able to rent a varying amonont of time from those
larger firms able to carry such a large investment in these
machines. This essentially provides a supply of computer time
for all those parties interested in using these machines in
their particular problems.
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